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Will J e s u s C o m e

III! —

Back t o this E a r t h

Things We Qannot oAfford

Again?
H. W.

Buckwalter

We can't afford to win the gain
That means another's loss;
We can't afford to miss the crown
By stumbling at the cross.
We can't afford the heedless jest
That robs us of a friend;
We can't afford the laugh that finds
In bitter tears an end.
We can't afford to play with fire,
Or tempt a serpent's bite;
We can't afford to think that sin
Brings any true delight.
We can't afford with serious heed
To treat the cynic's sneer;
We can't afford to wise men's words
To turn a careless ear.
We can't afford for hate to give
Like hatred in return;
We can't afford to feed a flame
And make it fiercer burn.
We can't afford to lose the soul
For this world's fleeting breath;
We can't afford to barter life
In mad exchange for death.
But blind to good are we apart
From Thee, all-seeing Lord.
Oh, grant us light, that we may know
The things we can't afford.
—Unknown.

W h y Read the Old
Testament ?
J. H.

Byer

Practical Religion
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Reminiscences, Etc.
A. D. M. Dick
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BULLETIN
A colporteur of the American Bible Society working in the country around Istanbul, Turkey, has reported finding a man who
. used to read the Bible but had not seen it in
years and, after receiving a copy, prayed
that he might at last read t h e Bible
through.
An insight into the methods of the American Bible Society's work and its opportunities is indicated by the fact that its colporteurs in Japan in twelve years have
called upon some 2,191,000 households, yet
at the present rate of distribution it will
take nearly fifty years to supply once the
65,000,000 people of Japan and by then 30,000,000 more will be added to the population.
Outstanding growth in spiritual interest
occurred last year in eastern Siam according to a report received from the American
Bible Society's agency. From the mere
reading of the Word, with no teacher other
than the Holy Spirit, hundreds of people in
a great section of the country accepted the
Gospel as the true way of salvation. Whole
villages have come to believe in Christ, and
with the guidance the very few Christian
workers could give them, a number of chapels are being built by these believers.
The American Bible Society has made
available its volume of selected Scripture
passages for the blind in "talking book"
form on two double-faced records. These
consist of large, slow moving phonograph
records, running a quarter of an hour.
More than 65,000 copies of the American
Bible Society's five-cent New Testament
were provided free by the Society in 1935
for distribution to the enrollees of the CCC
camps scattered throughout the United
States.
A widow established family prayers and
read a chapter of the Bible to her children
every night; a hired man read his Testament to his employer during their lunch
hour at noon; a young girl went twice a
week to the home of an aged woman and
read to her; a boy in a grade school formed
a "reading club" which met once a week, at
which they took turns in reading the New
Testament; and his parents, who had not
gone to church for years, were by his efforts
led to attend. Each of these instances, reported by a volunteer worker of the American Bible Society, shows that many of the
Scriptures which had been distributed were
being well used.
For the first time in the history of the
Brazil Agency of the American Bible Society the circulation of complete Bibles
passed the 12,000 mark in 1935. Only in
three other years was there a distribution
which reached 11,000. Requests for Scriptures in 23 different languages were filled
from the agency headquarters in Rio de
Janerio.
Frequently attention has been called to
the fact that illiterate people in adult education projects of the FERA when asked
why they wanted to learn to read stated
their chief purpose was to be able to read
the Bible. The appeal of those in charge to
the American Bible Society for aid in securing Bibles was readily met by the Society.
Two colporteurs of the American Bible
Society set out with their supply of Scriptures some months ago to visit their native
places in Northern Peru, and to sell Scriptures on the way. They reported over sixty

places visited, thirteen of which had never
had the Scriptures and several others only
once five years earlier. On several occasions
they went all day without food and one stage
travelled for two days without seeing a human habitation.
ANNOUNCING
THE TRAVELING LIBRARY SYSTEM
Ready January 1, 1937
How often in your Sunday School you
would have liked to have had a Library.
Knowing that considerable expense is involved in buying a set of books, which, after
a certain period, would all be read and it
would be necessary to purchase new ones,
the conclusion was that you could not
finance the proposition.
Our Church has endorsed a plan by which
your Sunday School may have a new set of
books in your Library every four months
for a nominal fee. At present only Southern Ohio has tried the Traveling Library
System, and after a period of approximately
three months, all of the five Ohio Sunday
Schools are very enthusiastic about the
system.. They appreciate the wide range of
reading material, which includes books for
children, young people, adults, parents, S.
S. Teachers, and ministers. All the books
are censored by the Publication Board.
YOU MAY HAVE .a Library in your
Sunday School. The requirements a r e
simple. Each Sunday School is asked to
deposit twenty dollars ($20.00), which will
entitle the school to a life-time membership.
Every four months a new set of books will
arrive and a $2.50 rental fee is paid to the
Traveling Library System. You may have
seventy-five new books in your Sunday
School for only $7.50 a year.
All Sunday Schools expecting to adopt
the Traveling Library System must make
application immediately. The system will
be inaugurated January 1, 1937, for the
Church in general. No applications will be
entered after December 21, 1936 f o r a
period of six months.
We trust each Sunday School superintendent will present the matter before their
schools immediately.
Address all correspondence to:
E. V. PUBLISHING HOUSE
Nappanee, Indiana
Traveling Library Dept.
NOTICE REGARDING CATALOGUES
Our annual fall catalogue of Bibles,
books, Sunday School and church supplies
has been mailed to our subscribers and customers. You should have your copy before
this paper reaches you. In case you have
not received any we shall be glad to mail
another copy to your address.upon request.
The existence of the Publishing House
and its ability to function properly in giving the church worthwhile periodicals and
the many other services it continually performs is dependent on the patronage our
people give us. Many of you could no
doubt use a new Bible, or a good book, or
some other item which you wish for yourself or as a gift you wish to present to
some friend during the Christmas season.
We kindly invite you to look over the
things we have to offer this year and favor
us with your order. Thank you!

REGARDING SUNDAY SCHOOL PAPERS
In any new undertaking there are always
a great many minor details which must be
worked out. A trite saying, has it, "It is
either feast or famine." This is especially
true, I think, in the printing business. Just
when we were all set to get out sample
copies of our new paper and to do several
other things which we had in mind our
presses became temporarily tied up with
other work which had to be done immediately.
Then, too, we hoped that our correspondence with pastors and Sunday School
superintendents would result in more tentative information as to the probable quantity of Sunday School papers desired for
the first of the year, so we waited for the
return of these inquiries. Practically all of
our Sunday School superintendents and
church leaders will receive a sample copy
of the first issue of the new paper within a
few days.
If the superintendent of your Sunday
School has not yet mailed the order for
quarterlies, please do so now. It is necessary that we have orders for quarterlies almost a month ahead of the beginning of the
new quarter if delivery is to be made on
time. If, of course, you have already ordered you need not pay any attention to this
notice, but if you have not, without any
further delay drop us a line and tell us
how many quarterlies of each kind you will
want for the first quarter of 1937.
Manager E. V. Publishing House.
THE PILGRIM'S LOT
How happy is the pilgrim's lot!
How free from eVry anxious thought,
From worldly hope and fear!
Confined to neither court nor cell,
His soul disdains on earth to dwell,
He only sojourns here.
This happiness in part is mine,
Already saved from self-design,
From ev'ry creature-love;
Blest with the scorn of finite good,
My soul is lightened of its load,
And seeks the things above.
The things eternal I pursue,
A happiness beyond the view
Of those that basely pant,
For things of nature felt and seen;
Their honors, wealth, and pleasures mean,
I neither have nor want.
No foot of land do I possess,
No cottage in this wilderness,
A poor wayfaring man,
I lodge awhile in tents below;
Or gladly wander to and fro,
Till I may Canaan gain.
Nothing on earth I call my own;
A stranger, to the world unknown,
I all their goods despise;
I trample on their whole delight,
And seek a country out of sight,
A country in the skies.
—John Wesley.
"In thee, O LORD, do I put my trust; let
me never be ashamed: deliver me in thy
righteousness. Bow down thine ear to me;
deliver me speedily: be thou my strong
rock, for an house of defence to save me."
—Psa. 31:1, 2.
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"Hope Maketh N o t Ashamed"
Despite the progress of man we perhaps
have never lived in a more needy world
than the one in which we find ourselves today. The need is manifested by the fact
that many are weary with the journey of
life, their eyes have become dimmed and
we miss that sparkle and gleam of hope.
W i t h many their is neither joy or song and
we behold them as they go about with
no attempt to run or to walk; they merely
shuffle along. T o o many.' go as though
they were groping in the darkness of an
early morn. There is no smile that lights
their faces with enthusiasm; their spirits
are hard to soothe and many are distinctly
irritable. A pall of an indefinable something that contains doubt, fear, sorrow,
hatred and even infidelity is spread over
these hopeless ones.
"Is there no balm in Gilead?" Is there
no word of cheer that will again bring hope
to the hearts of these hopeless ones? Yes,
indeed! There truly is, but' that living
hope can be found nowhere else, but in the
redemption offered to us through our Lord
Jesus Christ.
It was the hope of a coming Messiah
that brought cheer, hope and comfort to
Israel in their darkest hours and it is even
so today. It is the hope of the coming
Messiah and the personal experience of
fellowship with Him today that will bring
light, hope, love and courage into the
heart of any man or woman of Adam's
race.

pel! Too many Christians themselves are
often apologetic with respect to religion.
In a mild sort of way we believe the
Gospel is "Good News" but we refuse to
tell it. Jesus said, "All power is mine both
in Heaven and earth"; "go ye therefore,
and teach all nations," and that means to
tell every creature the Good News of
Christ's eternal victory over sin. M a y
God deliver us from this ever growing
spirit of self-complacency and thrust us
out into the crossroads, highways and byways of life where with a new grip on the
things of God, new power in our souls we
will not be afraid to tell the world that
Christ remakes men, remakes society and
remakes a nation, changes defeat into victory for every human soul that is trusting
Him.

"There Shall in N o Wise Enter
In Anything that Defileth
or Maketh Unclean"

Speaking of heaven we are at once led
to comtemplation of eternity, and we are
confronted with the fact that we are now
becoming what we shall be throughout all
eternity. W h a t a solemn thought when we
assure ourselves of this great fact that any
and all of these things are only weaving into the pattern things that will decide our
"Thanks be Unto God who
eternal destiny. In a world of uncertainty
we are continually living on the very border
Giveth Us the Victory"
land of eternity. W e may pass hundreds
The words of God have ever meant of cars on the road from day to day and
much to the redeemed child of God when only the slightest turn of the wheel, or a
He declared "If the Son therefore shall mistake in calculations, or a slip on the icy
maye you free, ye shall be free indeed." road may hurl us instantly into a sphere
As a rule the Christian is looked upon as where we become inhabitants of the great
living a narrow and contracted life. That beyond. It is vital that we are deeply conhe must deny himself so many things that cerned with the place to which we are gothe average "worldling" thinks necessary to ing. That there is such a place the Scripa life of enjoyment, so that he stands aloof tures definitely declare and the character
and would have none of it. Perhaps we of its inhabitants, the requirements for enneed to have restated again the fact that trance and all of these things have been set
redemption in Jesus Christ means the com- forth in the W o r d of God. W e know that
plete liberation of life and soul; thus, in Heaven is a prepared place for prepared
Christ Jesus and by the Grace of God re- people. Someone has said that " N o one
leased from every crippling handicap, the will go there who could not be perfectly
Christian has a victory indeed. The great at home upon reaching the place." W e
purpose of Christ's coming into the world gather then that to be at home in Heaven is
was to change the spirit of defeated and more than to merely get there. If a soul is
depressed individuals to victorious living in love with the world, with sin, with self
for Him as Soldiers of the Cross.
and the sordid things of life it would never
The Gospel means "Good News" and it be satisfied and happy in the Holy place
has never ceased to be other than what the without a great change and this change is
words imply. This "Good News" means that thing which comes to pass when men
the forgiveness of our sins, • the adoption and women are truly saved. In Evangelism
into the family of God and yet, how few the subject of Heaven and Hell is not stressmen really know the dynamic of the Gos- ed sufficiently enough. People are too well
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satisfied with the world, and the awful consequences of missing the Holy City are
not clearly understood by many. If America needs anything at all today, it needs a
little more of the preaching such as Finney,
Moody, Sankey and others of these great
leaders brought to the people in their day.
A little old-fashioned preaching of hell-fire
and damnation wouldn't hurt any congregation. It might take conceit out of a lot of
self-righteous people that are not doing
anything more for God than merely allowin their names to be placed on the church
records and perhaps contributing a little of
the means God has given them towards the
support of the Church. At any rate we
know that there are thousands of families
living about us that need this sort of Gospel
message. An old divine once said, " W e
still need hell to drive and love to draw
men to the cross."

Pertinent Facts
Our readers will find elsewhere in this
issue an article under the caption "Reminiscences" by Bishop Amos Dick, written
while enroute to India. Brother Dick in a
very gracious manner gave the editor the
privilege of blue-penciling any part, or
even dropping all of his article in the waste
basket, if he thought it best not to print it.
W e are presenting it to our readers as
given. This is a summary of a great many
things Brother Dick tried to say to us in
various addresses while in the Homeland.
There may be a few things rather hard to
take, but it will be pretty hard to deny
that we haven't them coming. N o one will
deny the fact that the Church is passing
through a change. That there is a way
out is clearly suggested in Brother Dick's
article and we earnestly pray that there
may be a common meeting ground where
our church leaders, both old and young
will find their balance that the Brotherhood may not be crippled, nor in any sense
divided.
If the Lord is pleased to bless you, He
will undoubtedly make you humble; for you
cannot be either happy or safe, or have any
probable hope of abiding usefulness, without it. I do not know that I have had anything so much at heart in my connections
with you, as to impress you with a sense of
the necessity and advantages of an humble
frame of spirit. I hope it has not been in
vain. O! to be little in our own eyes! This
is the groundwork of every grace; this
leads to a continual dependence upon the
Lord Jesus; this is the spirit which He has
promised to bless; this conciliates us goodwill and acceptance amongst men; for he
that abaseth himself is sure to be honored.
—John Newton,
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Will Jesus Come Back to Earth Again?
Acts 3:20, 21
H. W.
T first glance we are attracted with the
phrase, "The restitution of all things
which was spoken by all the prophets."
There has been much speculation about
what this means, but there need be no question at all about the meaning of this phrase.
It is something that was spoken of by all
the prophets. All we need do is go back
and find out what all the prophets spoke
of as having to be restored and we will
have the clear answer to our question. All
the prophets spoke of the restitution of Israel. T o them that was the thing of greatest importance. And here Peter links the
coming of Jesus with the restoration of
Israel. Let us go back and find out what
the prophets said about the restoration of
Israel, and also find out what they said
about the return of Christ. Let us call
them up.
Balaam, you were one of the first
prophets we read about. You were hired
to curse Israel when they were on their
journey from Egypt to Canaan. Did you
say anything about the coming of Christ
and the restitution of all things?
Balaam answers, coming out of his long
rest from the far away dim past. "Yes,"
rubbing his eyes, "I saw something away
down in the far away future. But it was
so far away that I could not discern clearly
what it was. I saw a star come out of Jacob, and a scepter rise out of Israel that
would smite the corners of Moab, and destroy the children of Sheth, and eat up the
nations his enemies."—Numbers 24:8, 17.
Moses, you were with Christ on the
mount of Transfiguration, what did you say
about the coming of Christ? Moses answers with wide open eyes, for he has been
living in the glory all these centuries and
this world is very dark to him. He says,
"I told Israel that they would be punished for their disobedience, and if they persisted in their evil ways God would punish them sevenfold. And if they would
obey the Lord he would bless them."
' Y e s , but did you say anything about the
return of Christ?"
"Well, yes, just before I went up on N e bo where God's angels buried my body, I
said my farewell message to Israel. 'The
Lord thy God will return and gather thee
from all the nations whither the Lord thy
God hath scattered thee'." Deut. 30:1-9.
David, you wrote the most beautiful
poetry that this world has ever read, what
did you say about the coming of Christ?
"Yes, I saw glorious things in store for
Israel under a great King whose reign
would be a most glorious reign. But you
need not take my word for it; I will quote
you some words that God himself gave to

Buckwalter
me. You will find them in the middle of
the 89th Psalm. ' M y covenant will I not
break, nor alter the thing that is gone out
of my lips. Once have I sworn in my holiness that I will not lie unto David. His
seed shall endure forever, and his throne
as the sun before me. It shall be established forever as the moon, and as a faithful
witness in heaven. Selah'."
Nathan, you were associated with David,
and you had some very important messages
from God for David when he fell into sin
Did you ever say anything about the coming of Christ?
"Yes, I did." Nathan answers. " W h e n
David was planning on building a temple
for the Lord, God sent me with a special
message to his majesty, the king, in which
were these words, 'Thou shalt not build me
an house, but I will build thee an house.
And thine house and thy kingdom shall be
established forever before thee: thy throne
shall be established forever." II Sam. 7:16.
Solomon, you have been called the wisest
man that ever lived. You wrote a book of
proverbs packed full of the wisest sayings
of the ages and some of the soundest advice that any young people can ever find.
Did you say anything about the coming of
Christ?
"Yes," Solomon answers, "I wrote a
book on the coming of Christ in which I
told the story in figurative language as a
bridegroom and the bride in sweet fellowship among the flowers and trees in the
park. I think it is the most beautiful -love
story ever written, but you people of this
modern age do not appreciate it because
you want something simpler and plainer.
You are too materialistic and commercialistic in mind to appreciate it. You should
read it. Maybe you cannot find it. This
is the title of it, T h e Song of Songs,
Which is Solomons."
Isaiah, come up on the witness stand.
You have been called the evangelical
prophet. You have left some wonderful
writings, among them that marvelous chapter on the sufferings of Jesus on the cross,
but did yoy say anything about the return of Christ?
"Yes, I had much to say about the second coming of Christ, but I could not harmonize His sufferings with His glory. I
see it all clearly now, He came first to suffer and then afterward He would come in
glory. Among other things, this is what I
said, 'There shall come forth a rod out of
the stem of Jesse, and a branch shall grow
out of his roots; . . . and righteousness shall
be the girdle of his loins, and faithfulness
the girdle of his reigns. He shall set his
hand again the second time to recover the

.
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remnant of his people, and he shall set
up an ensign for the nations, and shall assemble the outcasts of Israel—from the
four corners of the earth. And the earth
shall be full of the knowledge of the Lord
as the waters cover the sea." Isa. 11.
Jeremiah, you have been called the weeping prophet. Through your tears and sobs
did you say anything comforting about the
second coming of Christ?
"I was very sorrowful and depressed in
spirit because of the wickedness of my
people, but I had a few moments of hope
and cheer. I saw in the distant future
something that gave me courage to keep
on preaching even after they did lock me
in a dungeon with mud and mire and filth
for a floor. I said, 'Behold, the days come,
saith the Lord, that I will raise unto
David a righteous branch, and a King shall
reign and prosper, and shall execute judgment and justice in the earth. In his days
Judah shall be saved, and Israel shall dwell
safely: and this is his name whereby he
shall be called, T H E L O R D
O U R
RIGHTEOUSNESS'."
Ezekiel was among the captives who
were carried to Babylon when the kingdom
was overthrown and the holy city destroyed. Let us call him to the witness stand
to give his testimony. Ezekiel, what can
you say about the second coming of Christ?
"I have much to say," says Ezekiel,
"about the second coming of Christ. I
saw Jesus coming as the son of David and
re-establishing the throne, city, nation, and
kingdom of David as a kingdom of worldwide authority and blessing. You will read
it in the 36th and 37th chapters of my
book."
Daniel, you were Prime Minister of
Babylon, you had some wonderful visions;
tell us what you said about the second
coming of Christ.
"I saw in the night visions, and, behold,
one like the Son of man came with the
clouds of heaven, and came to the Ancient
of days, and they brought him near before
him. And there was given him dominion,
and glory and a kingdom, that all people,
nations, and languages, should serve him:
his dominion is an everlasting dominion,
which shall not pass away, and his kingdom that which shall not be destroyed."
Hosea, you are next in order, tell us what
you know of the coming of Christ.
Hosea says, "For the children of Israel
shall abide many days without a king, and
without a prince, and without a sacrifice
and without an image, and without an
ephod, and without teraphim: afterward
shall the children of Israel return, and seek
the Lord their God, and David their king;
and shall fear the Lord and his goodness in
the latter days." Hosea 3:4, 5.
Joel, let us have your testimony.
Joel answers, "I was looking down over
the ages and saw the dark clouds of the
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day of the Lord gathering thick in the distance. I heard the rumblings of the tribulation period and the battle of Armageddon. But behind the clouds I saw a bright
ray of light of the new day when Christ is
seated in Zion." Joel 3:17; 2:23-28.
Amos, what have you to say about the
coming of Christ?
Amos answers, "Behold the days come,
saith the Lord, that the plowman shall overtake the reaper, and the treader of grapes
him that soweth seed; and the mountains
shall drop sweet wine, and all the hills
shall melt. And I will bring again the captivity of my people Israel, and they shall
build the waste cities, and inhabit them:
and they shall plant vineyards, and drink
the wine thereof; they shall also make gardens and eat the fruit of them. And I will
plant them upon their land, and they shall
no more be pulled up out of their land
which I have given them, saith the Lord
thy God."
But, Amos, that is not telling us anything
about the coming of Christ.
"Well, not directly." Amos would answer. "But can't you see that Israel cannot enjoy kingdom blessings without their
King?"
Obadiah, what can you tell us?
Obadiah answers, "I saw the time when
all the nations shall be the Lord's." Verses
17, 21.
Micah, give us your testimony.
' "He will turn again, he will have compassion upon us; he will subdue our iniquities; and thou wilt cast all their sins into
the depths of the sea. Thou wilt perform
the truth to Jacob, and the mercy to Abraham, which thou hast sworn unto our fathers from the days of old."
N a h u m will speak next.
"Behold upon the mountains the feet of
him that bringeth good tidings, that publisheth peace! O Judah, keep thy solemn feasts,
perform thy vows: for the wicked shall no
more pass through thee; he is utterly cut
off." Nahum 1:15.
Habakkuk, we will hear your testimony.
"God came from Teman, and the Holy
One from mount Paran. Selah. His glory
covered the heavens, and the earth was full
of his praise." Hab. 3:3-5.
Zephaniah will give his testimony.
"Sing, O daughter of Zion; Shout, O
Israel; be glad and rejoice with all the
heart, O daughter of Jerusalem. T h e Lord
hath taken away thy judgments, he hath
cast out thine enemy: the king of Israel,
even the Lord, is in the midst of thee: thou
shalt not see evil any more." Zeph. 3:1420.
Haggai may speak next.
"For thus saith the Lord of hosts; Yet
once, it is a little while, and I will shake
the heavens, and the earth, and the sea,
and the dry land; and I will shake all nations, and the desire of all nations shall

come: and I will fill this house with glory,
saith the Lord of hosts." Hag. 2:6-9;
2:22-23.
Zechariah, come to the stand.
"Sing and rejoice, O daughter of Zion:
for, lo, I come, and I will dwell in the midst
of thee, saith the Lord."
Malachi, you are the last of the Old
Testament prophets, what can you tell us
of the coming of Christ?
"Unto you that fear my name shall the
Sun of righteousness arise with healing in
his wings."
Here we could easily rest our case, but
there are other witnesses to be called.
Balaam saw him as a star in the far distant heavens, and Malachi saw him as the
sun of righteousness shining in all the glory
of a new day for this old world. Let us
now call up some later witnesses. Let us
take the foremost of the disciples. Peter,
what d o you have to say about the second
coming of Christ. You walked and talked
with him, do you believe that he will ever
come to this old world again?
" W e have not followed cunningly devised fables, when we made known unto
you the power and coming of our Lord Jesus Christ." II Pet. 1:16, 19; 3:10-14.
James, you were one of the three of the
inner circle, what have you to say?
"Be patient therefore, brethren, unto the
coming of the Lord. Behold, the husbandman waiteth for the precious fruit of the
earth, and hath long patience for it, until
he receive the early and latter rain. Be ye
also patient; stablish your hearts: for the
coming of the Lord draweth nigh."
John, the beloved disciple, ought to give
us a good testimony. W h a t can you tell
us of the second coming of Christ?
"I wrote a book on the second coming
of Christ and I called it The Revelation of
Jesus Christ. I began it by saying, Behold,
he cometh with clouds, and every eye shall
see him."
Jude, we never heard much from you.
W h a t can you say?
"The Lord cometh with ten thousand of
his saints." 14, 15.
Paul, you were the foremost leader in
the early church. People today go more
by what you said than they do by what
Jesus said. W h a t did you teach concerning the second coming of Christ?
"In all my epistles to the churches I
taught the second coming of Christ. I told
the Romans that " W e shall all stand before the judgment seat of Christ." 14:10.
I reminded the Corinthians that at every
communion service we "show the Lord's
death till he come." I Cor. 11:26. I comforted the Ephesians by telling them, "ye are
sealed unto the day of redemption." 4:30. I
told the Philippians that "our citizenship is
in heaven; from whence also we look for
the Savior, the Lord Jesus Christ." 3:20.
I told the Colossians that we shall appear
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with Christ in glory. 3:4. I taught the
Thessalonians that the dead in Christ shall
rise' first, and the living believers changed
and caught up together in the air to meet
the Lord. 4:13-18. I warned Timothy that
Christ will judge the living and the dead at
his appearing. II 4:1. And finally I told
the Hebrews that "He that shall come, will
come and will not tarry." 10:37.
N o wonder that this subject is the theme
of so much preaching today. Our hearts
burn within us as we think of this great
cloud of witnesses with not one dissenting
word among them. T h e angelic host on
the day of his ascension comforted the
disciples with these words, "This same Jesus which is taken up from you into heaven, shall so come in like canner as ye have
seen him go into heaven." Acts 1:2.
But let us hear the testimony of Jesus
himself. He can upset our nicely built up
pile of evidence by one word of His. At
the very beginning of His ministry He
taught His disciples about His second.coming. But it was a foreign speech to them
then. In the parable of the tears (Matt.
13:24-30) He was coming to reap His harvest. In the parable of the drag net (Matt.
13:47-50) he was coming to gather His
good fish. In the parable of the marriage
supper (Matt. 22:2-14) he was coming to
see the wedding guests. In the parable of
the householder (Matt. 25:45-51) He was
coming to find His faithful servants. In the
parable of the ten virgins (Matt. 25:1-13)
He was coming to receive His bride. In
the parable of the sheep and the goats
(Matt. 25:31-46) He was coming to reckon
with His servants and to judge the nations.
But when we turn to the 14th chapter of
John we have His own clear and positive
statement, "/ will come again, and receive
you unto myself; that where I am there ye
may be also."
Will Jesus come again? All the prophets
said He would, the angels said He would,
all the apostles said he would, and Jesus
himself said He would, and Bible Christians believe He will, and that very soon.
Even so come, Lord Jesus.
T h e tragedy of Calvary has been transmuted into the fragrance of the garden that
is being diffused everywhere. Many witnesses gathered in that garden and mighty
proofs are massed around that empty tomb.
It commands our faith and it is the central
rock on which rests the structure of historical Christianity.
It proclaims the
glorious Gospel of the Son of God. Death
is dead, and the empty tomb proclaims life
forevermore.—Selected.
"Sing unto the L O R D , bless His name:
shew forth his salvation from day to day.
Declare his gory among the heathen, his
wonders among all people." Psa. 96:2, 3.

kim
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The Basket Maker who
Preached Jesus
Hudson Taylor was a man who lived by
faith and trusted God for everything he
needed. He was the founder of the China
Inland Mission that has done so much good
in telling the people who never heard about
Jesus, the wonders of His love. Hudson
Taylor had a helper whose name was NengKuei. He was a basket maker, and when he
said he would not work on Sunday because
it was God's day, he lost his work. He also
found it hard to sell his baskets for he would
not make the kind that was used to hold
incense, as it was offered to idols. He knew
the God he had learned to love, did not wish
him to have anything to do with idols.
He made real good baskets, and one day
he went to a rich home to try and sell them.
These Chinese ladies with their tiny bound
feet, gathered around him and asked for
baskets to hold incense. When he told them
he could not sell baskets for this as he was
a follower of the Lord Jesus, they got mad.
They thought it was awful of him not to
want to make anything that could be used in
the service of their gods.
Neng-Kuei, could talk and preach just like
a minister, so he told the Chinese ladies
about the Saviour who died for them, who
was a million times better than the idols.
They hobbled off on their tiny feet, and
would not listen to him, they were so angry
to think any God could be better than their
idols.
Now there was a painter at work painting
the ceiling of this lovely home, and he had
heard what Neng-Kuei said, so he called
down to him and asked him to tell him about
this God who was so much better than their
gods.
Jesus comes near to His followers when
they are talking about Him and love Him.
So He was with Neng-Kuei, as~he told the
painter about God's love, and how Jesus died
to save him. So the painter gave his life to
the Saviour, who was present with them although they could not see Him.
—Esther D. Hooey in Gospel Herald.

The Red-Winged Blackbird
If you make an early spring trip to
swamps and marshes for pussy willows,
you are then quite sure to get a good look
at the Red-winged Blackbird. He is easily
recognized by his red and orange epaulettes
and his flute-like song. "O-onk-er-ee" is
what he seems to to say. Its song also
sounds very much like "Straw-ber-ees."
Which of these seems to you to be the bet-
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ter interpretation of his merry song ?
If you see one Red-wing, you are quite
sure to see several, because they travel in
flocks and every swamp and marsh has a
number of the birds about it. They perch
on the tops of cat-tail stems and willows
when singing. There they rock back and
forth with every passing breeze and are to
be seen to advantage.
The pretty blackbirds are soon joined by
streaked, soberly-dressed female birds and
early in May housekeeping is well under
way. The nests are usually fastened to cattail stems. However, bushy willows and tall
marsh grasses are also used for nesting
sites. The nests are bowl-shaped and are
built only a foot or two above the mud and
water of the swamp or marsh. The eggs
are a bluish-white in color and are streaked
and scrawled with black.
Sometimes a dozen or more nests are to
be found in a single swamp near each other.
An intruder is then sure to be met by a
noisy flock of blackbirds if he attempts to
locate nests. The birds then advertise the
fact that their nests are not far off. They
even follow you and scream at the tops of
their voices. The nearer you get to a nest,
the louder they scream and thus clearly tell
you that you are "hot"—in other words,
near the nest. Often they hang as though
suspended in the air over your head. That
means that you are very, very "hot"—very,
very near the precious nest. Because of the
tell-tale actions of parent Red-wings it is
generally an easy matter to locate their
nests.
The feeding habits of the Red-winged
Blackbird often gets -it into trouble. Large
numbers of them often join great flocks of
creaking Grackles or Crow Blackbirds and
make raids on fields of grain. Then these
pretty birds are often shot to death by
angry farmers. More than one Red-winged
Blackbird is shot because it gets into bad
company.—Alvin M. Peterson in Exchange.

Going with the Crowd
"But all the girls went, mother. I don't
like to be the only one left out. Besides,
when I said I wouldn't go, they all laughed
at me and said I was a coward."
It was Wednesday morning, before
school time, and Anna was dreading to go
back to school, dreading to meet her teacher. The day before a circus had been in
town. At recess, when the children were '
in the playground, they heard'the noise of
the band, and one of the girls said:
"Let's go and see the parade."
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"All right," said Anna, "I'll go and ask
the teacher if we may go."
Anna and one or two of the girls held
back. They all knew it was against the
rules to go off the ground at recess, without permission.
W h e n the girls saw the parade pass at
one point, they 'wanted to see it once more,
and away they went through a cross street
to the corner before the procession. School
was forgotten and when they did remember, it was long past recess time and too
late to go back.
The next morning, as Anna stood in the
kitchen, talking it over with her mother,
her little heart was very heavy. She knew
she had done wrong. She dreaded to go
to school and she was very unhappy.
"Perhaps," said her mother, "if you had
been brave about not going, the other girls
would have stayed on the school grounds,
too. Or, if you had asked the teacher, I
think she would have let you go; but
whether she did or not, it is never safe to
do a thing just because 'all the rest do it.'
Going with the crowd is not a safe plan
unless you are sure the crowd is going in
the right direction."
"I didn't mean to do wrong," said Anna,
as tears started to her eyes.
"I know that, my dear," said her mother, "but I hope you will remember from
this day forward that the brave girl is not
the girl who dares to do wrong, but the one
who does what she knows to be right, in
spite of the taunts and jeers of her playmates."
" W h a t shall I say to my teacher," asked
Anna in a low voice, as she dropped her
head.
"Oh," said her mother, kissing her, "you
go right straight to your teacher and tell
her that you have done wrong and that you 1
are sorry for it. Ask her to let you say so
before the whole school. Be sure to beg
her pardon and promise not to do it again."
Little Anna did as her mother told her.
That afternoon, when she came back from
school, she ran to her mother's arms and
said:
"Mother, I'm so happy. Teacher forgave
me, and I mean to be good."
And the smile on Anna's face spoke
plainly of a happy heart.
—Floyd's Flowers.

A Definition of War
W h a t , speaking in quite unofficial language, is the net purport and upshot of
war? T o my own knowledgge, for example, there dwell and toil, in the British
village of Dumdrudge, usually some five
hundred souls, from these, by certain "Na tural Enemies" of the French, there are
successively selected, during the French
W a r , say thirty able-bodied men, Dumdrudge, at her own expense, has suckled
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and nursed them: she has, not without difficulty and sorrow, fed them up to manhood, and even trained them to crafts, so
that one can weave, another build, another
hammer and the weakest can stand under
30 stone avoirdupois. Nevertheless, amid
much weeping and swearing, they are selected; all dressed in red; and shipped
away, at the public charges, some two
thousand miles, or say only to the south of
Spain! and fed there till wanted. And now
to that same spot, in the south of Spain,
are thirty similar French artisans, from a
French Dumdrudge, in like manner wending: till at length, after infinite effort, the
two parties come into actual juxtaposition:
and Thirty stands fronting Thirty, each
with a gun in his hand. Straightway the
word "Fire!" is given: and they blow the
souls out of one another; and in place of
sixty brisk useful craftsmen, the world has
sixty dear carcasses, which it must bury,
and anew shed tears for. Had these men
any quarrel? Busy as the Devil is, not the
smallest! They lived far enough apart;
were the entirest strangers; nay, in so wide
a Universe, there was even unconsciously,
by Commerce, some mutual helpfulness between them. How then? Simpleton! their
Governors had fallen-out; and, instead of
shooting one another, had the cunning to
make these poor blockheads shoot.

Woodrow Wilson!
He was the son of
a minister. Charles Evans Hughes, Chief
Justice of the United States Supreme
Court, is the son of a minister. In the
campaign of 1916 both the Democratic and
Republican candidates for President of the
United States were sons of ministers. Grower Cleveland and Chester A. Arthur were
the sons of ministers. Some one figuring
out proportionately the place of ministers'
Minister's Sons
sons, says: "We have a right to expect the
ratio to be a minister's son as President
(Recently a friend of mine gave me an
once every twelve hundred years."
They
article under above title, that was written
will maintain their average, therefore, even
several years ago, and which is so encourif no more ministers' sons become presiagingly instructive that I could not resist
dent for thirty-six hundred years." Their
the desire to get the information to others.
quota is filled for thirty centuries of time
— W . Evans Burnet, Contributor).
to come.
"Everybody knows the fling at ministers'
John Hancock!
W h o cannot now in his
sons: N o doubt it is said at times in good
mind's eye see that bold, big signature on
the Declaration of Independence; the first
^"^••^"t* >«
I ^ »t< »t« 'fr^1 't1 »t' >t« ^"t1 »t"t' 't* 'I* 't11 >t* "l' »•* 't* "t' >t' >!* 't*
signer was the son of a minister.
Wilbur and Orville Wright, inventors of
A Prayer
the airplane, were sons of a minister.
Samuel B. Morse, inventor of the elec0 righteous Father, Thou
tric telegraph was the son of a minister.
My secret sins dost see:
Cyrus W. Field, who stretched across
Before Thy Law condemned, I bow
the ocean the first Atlantic cable, was the
And own my leprosy.
son of a minister. There were four sons in
that minister's family. Of the other three;
All burdened with my guilt,
David Dudley Field was a renowned law1 sink in sin and shame:
yer; Stephen J. Field was a Justice of the
And yet /or me Christ's blood was spilt;
United States Supreme Court, and Henry
I come in Jesus' name.
M. Field, like his father was a minister.
George Bancroft, the historian; Melville
Look Thou upon Thy Son,
E. Stone, Senator Beverage, librarian of the
Behold my Savior's {ace;
Congressional Library; Wm. S.
Woods,
Accept me in Thy Holy One,
editor of the "Literary Digest"; Prof. Wm.
And save me by free grace.
James, of Harvard, the great psychologist;
his brother, Henry James, the novelist, E.
At Thy right hand appears
H. Harriman, the railroad builder; Cecr7
The wounded Lamb of God;
Rhodes, of South Africa, the "Empire
Remove my guilt, dispel my fears',
Builder"—all the sons of ministers.
And wash me in Hts blood.
Henry Clay was the son of a minister.
The
man who said, "I'd rather be right
O may the Comforter
than President."
Now say, "Thou shalt not die;"
Louis Agassiz', of Harvard, the great natWithin my heart His witness bear,
uralist; Senator J. P. Doliver, of Iowa; Sir
And "Abba, Father"
cry.—Selected.
Joshua Reynolds, the great portrait painter;
Sir Christopher Wren, the architect of St.
Paul's Caffiedral, London; David Brewer,
spirit, as a friendly jest, and everybody Justice of the United States Supreme
has a jolly laugh at the expense of the Court; James Anthony Froude, the historWaldo
minister. T o banter the minister is always ian; James Russel Lowell^f^alph
good and right and proper. N o one enjoys Emerson, Oliver Wendell Holmes, Colit more than he, or responds t o it more eridge, Goldsmith, Tennyson—all sons of
ministers.
heartily.

—Thomas Carlyle.

Milk Versus Beer
F. I. Furry, D . O., M . D .
Rocky Mountain Clinical Group,
Denver, Colorado
Webster's N e w International Dictionary
defines:
Food — Nutritive material absorbed or
taken into the body of an organism for purposes of growth or repair and for maintenance of the vital processes.
Poison—Any agent which, introduced into the animal organism, may produce a
morbid, noxious or deadly effect.
That milk is a food and beer is a poison
is evident from these definitions, and from
the following comparisons:

Milk
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.'
1.
2.
• 3.
4.

Essential to growth.
Essential for repair of tissues.
Provides muscular power.
Provides nerve energy.
Maintains warmth of the body.
Aids physical endurance.
Aids resistance to disease.
Does not deaden higher brain centers.
Can be stored in the body.
Is not habit forming.
Beer
Tends to stunt growth.
Useless for repair of tissues.
Decreases muscular power.
Deadens the nerve centers.

*
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5.
6.
7.
8.

Dissipates heat of the body.
Markedly lessens endurance.
Lowers resistance to disease.
Inhibits conscience, will-power, judgment.
9. Cannot be stored in body.
10. Habit-forming, narcotic drug.
—Selected from T h e National Voice.

"But horrors! Is there anybody, can
there be anybody, who is so pitifully ignorant of things as to actually believe this
little 'quib' about ministers' sons? Is it
necessary to refute it? T o have to say that
it is unjust, unkind, and not true? It is
simply difficult for me to believe that there
is anyone anywhere who really believes
this thing! History is eloquent in its refutation, and fairly flares its facts in the face
of every one.

'4^

Dr. Edward Jenner, the discoverer of the
smallpox vaccine; Dr. /. M. T. Finney, of
Johns-Hopkins, Baltimore, the great surgeon, who, speaking of his father, said, "I
know whatever success I have obtained
in my profession has been due more t o his
influence than to any other." Henry Van
Dyke, Macaulay, Thackery—all
sons of
ministers.
"And what shall I say more?" For the
(Continued on page 403)
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BBUBAKES.MrjMMA—On Thursday morning at 11:00 a. m., in the home of the bride's
parents, there occurred the marriage of Sr.
Anna May, daughter of Bro. and Sr. Levi Mumma and Bro. Menno O., son of Sr. Amanda
Brubaker, both of Elizabethtown, Pa. Bish. J.
.T. Ginder officiated. May the Lord bless this
union.
BEUBAKEB-MOYEB — Sr. Ruth V i o l a ,
daughter of Rev. and Sr. C. H. Moyer, and
Paul H. Brubaker, son of Sr. Barbara White,
both of Elizabethtown, Pa., were united in
marriage on Thanksgiving morning, at 9:30
o'closk in the home of the bride's parents. The
bride's father, Rev. C. H. Moyer officiated. We
pray Heaven's best upon this couple.

ENGLE—Sr. Mary E. Engle, (nee Booser)
widow of the late Bro. John S. Engle, of Hummelstown, Pa., passed to her eternal rest on
Tuesday, Nov. 24, 1936, a t the Messiah Home,
Harrisburg, aged 86 yrs. and 14 days. Sr.
Engle was a devoted Christian lady and a consistent member of the Hummelstown congregation for about fifty years. Her husband
preceded her in death about twenty years ago.
She is survived by two sons, Harry J., of Hummelstown, and J. Harvey, of Mechanicsburg;
also one grandsone, Robert Engle, and one
brother, George Boser.
Services were conducted a t the Brethren in
Christ Church, on S. Railroad St., Hummelstown and burial took place in the adjoining
cemetery. Elders H. M. Hostetter and Henry
K. Kreider officiated.

Why Read the Old
Testament?
/. H.

Byet

It is God's Holy Book as well as the
New.
Men wrote it as they were
moved by the Holy Ghost. Have you ever
read the Old Testament through—every
chapter and each verse—from one end to
the other? Or do you regard it as history
only, and that it is not necessary to read
every bit of it? Since God had it written
in such wonderful detail, we surely ought
to honor and respect Him enough to read
every word of it. A self-pronouncing Bible will help us master all the hard names.
Many precious nuggets of truth may be
found if we read it completely. T o skip
around is to miss them. All should read
the Old Testament—even repeatedly beginning even at an early age.
It will do more to make a person well
versed in literature than all other books
combined. Better read the Bible than many
books that are read in school today which
give a worked ideal in life. There is nothing in the Old Testament which may not
be read by children with helpfulness. More
especially if a spirit-filled older person is
ready to guide and answer questions. The
Bible is safe for the young, while daily
papers and magazines in general are not.
Even the "funnies" will cause people to
think less about God, their souls and eternity.
In the Old Testament we see the character of God in all His love and purity. His
great heart yearned that man might choose
to love and serve Him even from the dawn
of creation. In it we see that nothing short
of holiness of heart in man would satisfy
God. Outward circumcision alone did not
do it. He yearned for circumcision of the
heart in His people. It deeply greived Him
that this was not so in Israel. The Old
Testament shows God's great hatred for
sin and how quickly and severely He punished those who were guilty. However,
He never withheld mercy and pardon where
people really repented. The Old Testament should be read because it points us to
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Christ and helps our faith in Him. The
blood as a scarlet line runs from Abel to
Christ. W e read the Old to prove the
many references from the N e w Testament.
Some of the most earnest Christians of
modern times have been great readers of
the Bible. Catherine Booth—the mother of
the Salvation Army read the sacred volume
through eight times before she was 12
years old. Her familiarity with the Scriptures, and facility in using them, was one
secret of her great power in the pulpit later.
Geo. Mueller the great apostle of prevailing and answered prayer was born in 1805.
His busy life with his thousands of orphans on Ashley Down, Bristol, England,
did not prevent him from reading the
W o r d of God through 150 times, it is said.
Indeed herein lay the great secret of his
power in prayer. T o read God's W o r d is
to feed faith. J. Hudson Taylor — the
founder of the China Inland Mission—was
born in 1832. He was a younger contemporary of Geo. Mueller—they loved each
other and worked together—Taylor, too,
was a great reader of God's W o r d . Three
things he always carried with him in China,
were his Bible, a candle and matches. He
always read his Bible before the dawn of
day. He says he read it through 50 times.
Paul said to Timothy, "Till I come, give
attendance to reading, to exhortation, to
doctrine, meditate upon these things; give .
thyself wholly to them; that thy profiting
many appear to all." I Tim. 4:13-15.

"I Want Him Tonight"
A little girl went with her mother to a
hall where the Gospel was preached and listended quietly to an address on "The W a y
T o Be Saved": but it seemed to her as if
the preacher spoke only to grown-up people. On the way home M a y asked her
mother, "Is Jesus a Savior for a little girl
nine years old?"
"Yes, indeed He is," said her mother.
"He is a Savior for the youngest who
trusts Him as well as for the oldest. He
died for all, and that takes in my little
M a y as well as her mother. But why did
you ask that question, my child?"
"Because I want Him for my own Savior, and I want Him tonight."
M a y had often heard the story before,
but she had never felt a need; but now she
just opened the door of her young heart and
let the Savior in, and He made her very
happy.
Oh! that the little reader may say what
M a y said, "I want Him for my own Savior,
and I want Him tonight!" Tha t was being decided, and in earnest, was it not?
—Seletced.
"Praise ye the Lord. Praise ye the
name of the Lord: praise Him, O ye servants of the Lord."
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Much remains to be done, but we are thankful
for what God has wrought.
May God bless our brother as he continues
to break the bread of life.
—Cor.

City Missions

N E W S NOTES, PASADENA, CALIF.

Altoona Mission, 613 Fourth Ave., Altoona, Penn., In charge
of II. G. Miller and wife; Emma Crider.
Buffalo Mission, 25 Hawley St., Buffalo, N. Y., in charge
of E. C. Bossert and wife.
Chicago Mission, 6039 Halsted St., Chicago, 111., in charge of
Sarah II. Bert, Supt.; C. J. Carlson, Pastor; Avas Carlson;
Harriet Cough; Alice K. Albright; Esther Bert.
Dayton Mission, 601 Taylor St., Dayton, Ohio, in charge of
W. H. and Susie Boyer, tfva Dick, Angeline Cox.
Philadelphia Mission, 3423 N. 2nd St, Philadelphia, Penn., in
charge of Charles Nye and wife, Barbara Hitz, Mary Sentz.
San Francisco Mission. Life Line Gospel Mission, 832 Kearney
St., Walter L. Reighard, Pastor, Sadie Reighard, Anna
Mary Boyer. lies. 473 Guerrero St., Phone, UNderhill 4820.
Welland Mission, 38 Elizabeth St., Welland, Ont., in charge
of Jonathan Lyons and wife, Elizabeth Brubaker, Rosa Eyster.

Bishop D. R. Eyster from Thomas, Okla.,
was with us Sunday evening, Oct. 25, and
brought a timely message to a nicely filled
house. He also presented the mission and
needs of the Beneficiary Board after which a
liberal offering was lifted for the needs of the
Beneficiary Board.
Nov. 1, Rev. Monroe Book from Kansas, began a series of evangelistic meetings which
lasted three weeks. Bro. Book faithfully declared the Word of Truth, emphasizing the
New Birth, The Spirit-Filled Life
and
Everyday Christian behavior. While five souls
knelt at the altar and received definite help
there was a general deepening of Spiritual lite
experienced by many whose hearts were open
to the voice of the Spirit. We also appreciated having Sr. Book and daughter, Faith, with
us for two weeks and many from Upland who
helped by their presence, prayer and special
music.
Sunday, Nov. 22, was love feast.
Bishop
Wagaman and several ministering brethren
from Upland were with us and brought rich
messages from the Word. A spirit of sacred
solemnity settled over the communicants as
once more we commemorated the death and
suffering of our Lord thus showing forth His
death and looking for His coming.
—M. R. A., Cor.

Rural Missions
Houghton, Ont., Can., in charge of Edward. Gilmore and wife,
Idellus Sider.
Kentucky, Garlin, in charge of Albert Engle and wife, Kathryn
J. Wengert, Ruth Dourte.
Kentucky, Home Evangel, in charge of J. Paul George and wife.
Mount Carmei Mission, Gladwin, Mich., in charge of Henry
Heisey and wife.
Paddockwood Mission, Meath Park Station, Saskatchewan, In
charge of Albert Cober and wife, and Helen Bowers.

Mission Pastorates
Clear Creek,. Penn., in charge of Harry Fink.
Granville, Penn., in charge of Allen G. Brubaker, assisted
by Frances Myers.
Orlando, Florida, in charge of Floyd M. Wingert.
Rays Cove, Penn., to be supplied.
Saxton and Sherman Valley, Penn., in charge of Roscoe Ebersole and wife, assisted by Iola Dixon, Bertha Wingert.
Sylvatus, Va., in charge of D. E. Jennings.

Orphanages
Messiah Orphanage, Florin, Penn., Bro. Paul B. Wolgemuth,
Steward, and Sr. Rhoda Wolgemuth, Matron.
Mt. Carmei Home, Morrison, 111., in charge of Sr. Katie Bollinger and workers.

Old Peoples' Home
Messiah Home, in charge of Bro. and Sr. Joseph Musser, 1175
Bailey St., Harrisburg, Pa.
This department is intended for general church news. Concise
reports of missions, revival campaigns, Bible Conferences, and
definite testimonies. All reports and testimonies must necessarily be condensed. Copy should reach us two weeks preceding
the date of issue. Evangelistic slates will gladly be printed
when furnished us in proper form.—Editor.

EVANGELISTIC SLATE
ELS. MARSHALL WINGER, St. Anns, Ont.
Nov. 23d—Belle Springs Church, Navarre,
Kansas.
D. R. EYSTER, Thomas, Oklahoma.
December a t Walsingham, Ont.
January at Wainfleet, Ont.
February a t Boyels, Ont.
MOORETOWN CENTER
Rev. J. Lester Myers of Pennsylvania is with
us in a revival over the month of December.
We invite you to remember us in your circle
and private prayers to God. We need a Revival—We want a Revival—WE SHALL HAVE
A REVIVAL.
Signed: Bro. and Sr. Lady,
Sandusky, Mich.
REPORT FROM ROSEBANK
CONGREGATION
To the Visitor family, greetings in Jesus'
name:
Our annual revival began Nov. 3d and closed
Nov. 22d. The first two services were conducted by our home minister, Bish. R. I. Witter, as
the evangelist, Bro. John Hostetter from
Clarence Center, N. Y. was unable to come on
appointment.
Bro. Hostetter declared the Word fearlessly
and with power and conviction was manifest.
We had a gracious revival in which the saints
were encouraged and some reclaimed.
There were seasons of refreshing. Sixteen
souls knelt at the altar, ranging in age from
four years *to around fifty. Some were saved
for the first time and others reclaimed. Others
received definite help a t home.
Our love feast was held over the last Saturday and Sunday of the meeting. -The Lord
blessed the Sunday afternoon meeting in an
unusual way. Cups were filled to overflowing.
Praise His name.
The attendance was good. Many outsiders
proved their appreciation by their attendance.

NEWS PROM KENTUCKY
We have had two revivals this Fall and the
results from each were greatly appreciated. We
praise God that He still answers prayer and
blesses His people and saves sinners.
The first revival was a t Grassy Springs, and
because the evangelist w h o ' was expected to
serve said he could not come, the writerserved. The interest and attendance was very
good and heavy conviction rested on hearts, in
some cases unusually heavy all through the
meeting. One young father could not sleep
one night after returning from meeting till he
got up and prayed, he prayed so earnestly that
neighbors heard him. There were six or eight
professions. We were glad for the help of
Bishop Boyer and the writer's father and party
who came down for the communion service at
Goodin's Crossroads. Bro. Boyer preached at
Grassy Springs a few nights.
After the revival closed the community took
the initiative in a church building project and
asked the writer to preside at some meetings
in the interest of the same. There was considerable opposition on the part of some few
for religious services to be held in the schoolhouse. This was partly responsible for the
church building project . This building and the
ground is to be deeded to the Brethren in
Christ Church. The outlook to the project is
very promising.
One man is donating a nice location of about
an acre and enough poplar timber for the siding. Another man is moving his saw mill on
the building site and will saw all the lumber
and plane the siding, the community furnishing the labor and the power. Other donations
of timber and labor are being made. Some
liberal cash donations are being made, but we
do not have enough to complete the work.
However, in good faith, the building committee, of which the writer is a member, are proceeding with the work.
The second revival was in the Fairview
Church building at Goodin's Crossroads with
Eld. Alvin Burkholder as evangelist. The interest was very good. There were seldom less
than 100, generally 150 or 200 or more, and
often several hundred in attendance. On special occasions the church was filled to almost
its capacity of 450 or 500. Bro. Burkholder's
preaching was clear and strong and well suited to the needs. There were 12 professions.
One man who was reclaimed said in a testimony meeting that he had more joy in the last
three days than in all the three years he had
been backslidden.
We are more than grateful for the recruits
among our workers. Hershey Gramm from
Troy, Ohio, responded to the call for help in
the work. They are located at Goodin's Crossroads, Ella, Ky., with Sr. Ellen Kanode, as an
assistant worker. They are located right close
to the Fairview Church, in the center of a
large field of labor, full of many opportunities.
The present S. S. enrollment is 150. There is
much room for expansion. We solicit your
prayers for all the workers and for this phase
of the Lord's work. Additional workers will
incur some additional expense but we believe
the Lord will supply the needs. The Church
of southern Ohio by liberal donations met the
purchase price ($450) of the property for the
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Gramms by an excess of about $25. Provision
is being made for some necessary improvements. We greatly appreciate this liberality
and co-operation and trust that God will
abundantly bless the giver and the work:
Albert H. Engle and Co-workers.

QUARTERLY REPORT PROM KENTUCKY
As we make out another Quarterly Report,
we are reminded anew of the Lord's blessings upon us another three months. Though
we have experienced the worst drought, by far,
that we ever witnessed, the Lord has supplied
our temporal needs, and given us many refreshing spiritual showers. Praise the Lord!
Our friends, local and more distant, have
shared their temporal blessings with us. We
had the nicest garden this Spring that we
ever had, but we got very little from it except some early vegetables, strawberries, and
tomatoes. We had, fortunately, put a lot of
straw over the tomato patch and it consequently responded to the water we carried to
it. We are grateful for some fruit from our
apple trees. We planted repeatedly for a late
garden but hardly anything would grow. Our
immediate community had less rain than many
surrounding communities, but we are glad
that God very lovingly cared for us.
The special feature of our work for the summer is the tent meetings. The first one, at
Pleasant Grove, was reported in the previous
Quarterly Report. We are glad that the blessing of the Lord has rested in a greater measure on the services in this commuuity since the
tent meetings.
Two from this community
have since been saved in the Bloomington
Tent Meetings.
The second tent meeting was held on Robinson Ridge with Bish. D. R. Eyster as evangelist. His daughter, Martha, and Sr. Imogene Snider, from Okla., assisted in the meetings. Tne wnole-hearted presentation of the
Uospel message delivered in the power of the
Spirit and with joy made a strong appeal to
our people. About 15 professed to get saved
or sanctified during this meeting. Four were
baptized after the meeting closed.
- The third tent meeting was held a t Bloomington with the same workers with the addition of Bro. Swiizer, Bish. Eyster's son-inlaw. We appreciated his help very much as
we had no regular tent caretaker this summer,
and this last tent meeting was so far away
from our home at Garlin.
About 22 made definite profession during
this meeting. The last night of the meeting
constituted a gracious climax with seven seekers at the altar. All but one made clear profession. The following week seven followed
the Lord in baptism in Green River in the
presence of a large crowd of witnesses.
We appreicated the faithful and wholehearted service of all our tent workers. The
heat was excessive, but there were no complaints. E v e n . the repairing of the tent on
what was perhaps the hottest day of the summer—a day that many people remember because of the heat—was done in a splendid
Christian spirit.
We also appreciate the way that our people
stood by the financial needs of the meetings.
The cash contributions were the most liberal
we have ever had in tent meetings, and that,
in the midst of an unprecedented drought. The
total contributions of $103.21 is reported in
tne detained financial tent meeting report in
our Quarterly Bulletin.
The third Quarter came to a close with a
revival meeting in the Grassy Springs scnoolhouse. Attendance and interest very good.
There were a number of professions and the
Christians reported blessings. The writer was
glad for the few nights help in preaching when
Bro. Boyer from Ohio relieved him.
Attendance and interest in the regular services has been good. Interest in some of our
Sunday schools has been unusually good—one
of the schools averaging 100 or more. Our five
prayer-meetings, plus one bi-weekly afternoon
prayer meeting, are continued as usual. In
some of the Tegular preaching services, we
have had seekers. Pray 'that God's blessing
may continue on the work.
As many have already learned we suffered
the loss of one of our co-workers. For a number of reasons she was called to her home in
Pennsylvania. Sr. Ruth Dourte has many
friends here who regretted that she had to
leave. We welcome into our midst a new
worker in the person of Miss Kathryn Wengert of Jonestown, Pa. We are sure that God's
blessings will rest upon Sr. Wengert as she
gives herself to the work of the Lord in this
place.
We have appreciated a number of visits from
home folks of various members of our mission
family, as well as other friends from a distance. We are glad to have Grandma Kipe remain with us for a few months. We are always glad for visits from friends of the work
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We appreciate the liberal support on the
part of our local people and the church-atlarge. Our expenses run a little high during
the summer, especially the car expenses, because of the tent meetings. We thank the
Lord and those who have given and know tne
Lord will bless each giver.
The donations of produce are reported in
our Quarterly Bulletin as well as other details
concerning the work. (Any one wishing these
bulletins may have them upon request).
Financial Report for July, August, and Sept.
Receipts
Balance on hand July 1, 1936
$15.37
Valley Chapel Congregation, Ohio
9.25
Gladys Bohen, Asbury Col.. Wilmore, Ky. 2.00
Palmyra S. S., Penna
5.00
Manheim S. S., Penna
15.00
Carl Derrick, Detroit, Kansas
5.00
Henry Davidson, Garrett, Ind
8.00
David H. Wenger, Newburg, Pa
1.00
Viola Olinger, Garrett, Ind
1.00
Sarah Wagner, Garrett, Ind
1.00
J. Everett Martin, Manheim, Pa
5.00
Pequea S. S., Pa
26.40
Manor S. S., Pa
42.17
Refton S. S., Pa
8.66
A sister, Garlin, Ky
1.00
A sister, Garlin, Ky
3.00
Mr. & Mrs. W. G. Ellis & Johnnie, Garlin 5.00
Pleasant Grove Cong., Ky
11.97
Eris Ballou
1.00
Funeral service
2.00
Funeral service
2.50
Bloomington Cong., Ky
1.50
Vester Cong., Ky
1.95
Goodin's Crossroads Cong., Ky
1.07
Grassy Springs Cong., Ky
2.70
In His Name, Ky
1.00
Robinson Ridge & Hovious Cong
1.76
A Tithe
,
5.00
Beulah Arnold
5.00
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visable. Prayer meeting was lifted in one
community while two revivals were in progress
by other denominations. The writer was able
to attend a few nights of these other meetings.
For the past month or so we have been working on our outside cellar. The one t h a t was
built with the home began to give way and
fall in. After consulting with Bro. Engle, we
decided to rebuild out of concrete and rock.
The inside measurements will be 9x11 feet,
with an arched roof made of reinforced concrete. We are trying to keep the expenses as
low as possible by doing all the work ourselves so far. We will have to have help when
ready to mix concrete. We are anxious to get
this work finished a s cold weather will soon
be here, and we need the room for storage.
To those who made donations to the work in
any form, we wish to say, "Thank you," and
God bless you for the same.
We earnestly covet the prayers of all that
the work may go forward unto real victory for
our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ.
Tour co-workers in the Master's service,
Paul and Esther George.

urrection in the cemetery of Chestnut Grove.
Their children all returned for a few days this
fall to the old home in East Mansfield, and
were with us for morning service one Sunday.
Brother Clyde Shirk had accompanied Bro. and
Sr. Frank Breckbill from Indiana and gave us
the morning messagge. We were inspired by
the definite testimonies of the visitors.
Our annual fall love feast was Nov. 7 and
8. Brother Cylde Shirk had been invited to
come as evangelist for this occasion. Sr. Shirk
accompanied him and how we did enjoy their
messages in testimony, sermon and song. We
had been looking to the Lord for a time of
Spiritual blessing and outpouring of His Spirit
and He did not disappoint us, but sent glory
snowers our way, for wnich we praise Him.
Bro. Fred Abel and his daughter Dorothy
gave us a missionary service the evening of
Nov. 8.
At this time we are looking forward to
Bro. Henry Schneider coming for our winter
revival and praying God to really stir hearts
who are in need.
—H. M. D.

GENERAL REPORT PROM HOME EVANGEL

NEW FIELDS IN MICHIGAN
A SISTER'S LETTER
For a number of years it had been the desire of Bro. Henry Schneider to reach out into
Dear "Visitor" readers:
new fields with the Gospel, but not until
Greetings in the precious name of Jesus. As some
past summer -was this desire realized.
I spend most of my evenings and nights alone, theBro.
Joseph Vanderveer, who is now living
I was pressed quite a few times to give my about eighty
miles north of Gladwin, was calltestimony for the Lord.
to officiate a t a funeral in the nearby comAs I read Sister McTaggart's letter, I thot ed
munity
at
a
called Rust. At this fusurely every true saint of God will rejoice in neral occasionplace
a hunger for the Gospel was
the God of our Salvation at all times, in suf- manifested, which
opened
the way for Bro.
fering and pain and affliction. Today I still
to get an appointment a t the Comcan thank Him that He has kept me and spared Vanderveer
me until now, even though I am not able to munity Hall.
At a result of this appointment an opportuattend the services in the Lord's house since
the 4th of July, because of illness; yet I re- nity for a tent meeting was made possible. A
joice I can feel His very presence within my suitable location was found for the tent and
on August 18th, the meetings began with Bish.
heart and soul.
Schneider as the evangelist and Bro. and Sr.
Many a sleepless night I spend, then some Eli
Hostetler and son from Ohio as workers.
folks ask me and say, the nights must seem A little
later Sr. Laura Turner and the writer
long. Well, I say sometimes and yet many a joined the
group of workers.
night I pass thru with God for thru the quiet
Good
interest
and attendance marked the beand silent hours of the night, and all alone in
the house, nothing to detract my mind, then to ginning of the meeting as the people were
very
attentive
to
the Gospel. Sr. Hostetler
be alone with God and within Him hidden to
hold with Him communion sweet is indeed a conducted a children's meeting each evening
blest retreat, for He has promised I am al- which was attended by a fine group of chilway with you, and thus the hours and nights dren, who enjoyed and learned so readily the
pass until the dawn of day appears. I can songs which she taught them. The attentivepraise the Lord that He has thus kept me ness and orderly conduct of the children during the entire service was especially commendonce more thru another night.
able.
Even though I am afflicted, and not able to
Bro. Schneider spent considerable time visdo hardly anything, yet I thank and praise iting
the different homes in the community
Him for all the blessings I enjoy, a good home, and
with little exception was cordially regood neighbors and friends, a sound mind, ceived.
(praise God), good eyes, I can read God's
The Holy Spirit was faithful in bringing
Word and the "Visitor", am able to be up and
around and so I still have many blessings conviction to hearts and a number of young
people and children bowed at the altar of
to be thankful for.
The meeting closed on August 30th,
I am only a little over half Sister McTag- prayer.
with good interest and a good influence in the
gart's age, but if I live to be her age, I trust •community.
As a result of this effort, Bro.
I will still know more about God and His un- Vanderveer has
organized a Sunday school
failing promises, for Jesus is all the world which has an average
attendance of nearly
to me, and O, I so often feel if only unconvert- fifty.
ed people would see and feel their soul's deep
We
believe
t
h
a
t
this
is
only one of the many
need which is Jesus their Savior.
needy fields and we, as the Michigan Church
A year ago I could not say, "as for me and are
planning
on
making
special effort each
my house we will serve the Lord." But praise summer, while the Lord atarries
His coming,
the Lord, today I can say that. So let us pray to s t a r t a work in other needy places
which
that sinners might find Jesus before it is too announcement will no doubt be published
in
late, for God still hears and answers prayers. the "Visitor."
•—Alta
L.
Downey.
It takes God's people to move God's Spirit to
convict sinners, so let us fast and pray for lost
souls during these revival efforts.
I ask your prayers that we both might be
kept faithful and true even until Jesus comes.
Tours in His glad service,
Mary Gerber, Myerstown.
T h e Presbyterian minister had been sum-

Dear readers of the Visitor:
As we make our another Quarterly report
we are glad to say t h a t we have ben able to
follow the usual routine for this time of the
year. Garden work, tent meetings, and building, with numerous trips to town for other
people.
Our garden, like others, has suffered from
the dry weather, but we are very thankful for
what we have been able to produce. We were
favored during the summer with several real
good rains t h a t did not reach south of Green
River, therefore our success should be attributed partly to our location.
The tent meeting for this summer on our
side Green River was held here on Robinson
Ridge and is elsewhere reported. We are glad
for the sixteen seekers who bowed at the altar of prayer, most of whom received definite
help from the Lord. Some of the professors
who were on background got definite help
along certain lines of need. May God's blessing rest upon all who have sought and received definite help. This will be the result if
each walk in the light and obey God.
Since the meetings, our prayer meetings
have been going on as regularly as seemed ad-

RICHLAND-ASHLAND NEWS
At Chestnut Grove again this fall we have
enjoyed refreshing times in the Lord and in
blessed Christian fellowship. The Young People's Bible Study Program Committee as appointed by General Conference, met in our
district in the home of Elam Dohner, Sept. 3
and 4. We greatly appreciated having them
and felt enriched by the associations of those
days.
Bro. Ray Heisy remained for the two-day
Bible Conference which followed on Sept. 5
and 6. His messages were so rich and stirring. It was a disappointment to us t h a t
Brother Henry Hostetter had a previous appointment and had to leave before the Bible
Conference. Three young men from Southern Ohio, enroute to Grantham to attend M.
B. C. also stopped for the first day of the
Bible Conference. One of the group, Brother
William Hoke was one of the evening speakers. The other Northern Ohio districts were
well represented and God was noticeabley
present.
Bishop and Sister B. F. Hoover have both
gone to glory and their bodies await the res-

Total receipts and balance
$191.30
Expenditures
Garlin:
Car account
$49.81
Table
8.16
Light, power, and fuel
8.16
Garden and orchard
3.85
Bulletin
:
4.00
Miscellaneous
5.74
Total expenditures for Garlin
$101.21
Home Evangel:
Car account
$19.68
Table
10.23
Fuel
68
Miscellaneous
2.45
Total expenditures for Home Evangel..$134.25
Property accounts:
Insurance, repairs, improvements for
the Garlin Home
.....$26.71
Insurance and improvements for Home
Evangel
18.88
Grand total of expenditures

$179.84

Balance on hand Oct. 1, 1936
$11.46
We wish also to gratefully acknowledge the
receipt, of clothing from the Mt. Joy Sewing
Circle, Penna.; Dried fruit and vegetables, etc.,
from a S. S. Class, Manheim, Pa.; Sunday
school papers, etc., from Mrs. Virgie Kraybill;
fruit, etc., from Mrs. Henry Bicksler, Fredericksburg, Pa. We appreciate all these supplies and are using them to advantage in the
work here. May the Lord bless each one.
Your co-workers, in the Master's service,
Albert H. Engle and Co-workers.

Protecting Her Preacher

moned to the bedside of the Methodist
woman who was very ill. As he went up
to the walk he met the little daughter and
said to her, "I am very glad your mother
remembered me in her illness. Is your
minister out of town?" " N o , " answered
the child, "He's at home, but we thought
it might be something contagious and we
didn't want to expose him to it."
—From Greennboro Herald-Journal.
The best way out of
through it.—Selected.

a difficulty

is

In order to dispose our hearts to devotion, the active life is to be preferred to
the contemplative.—Thomas
Wilson.
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M. B. C. Notes
Home Coming and Fellowship
Many former students, alumni a n d
friends of the College attended the several
sessions of a Homecoming and Christian
Fellowship Program on Saturday evening,
November 14, and all day Sunday, November 15.
The main speakers were : Elder C. Ray
Heisey, Elder Cyrus G. Lutz, Elder }. Elwood Hershey and Dean A. C. Baugher, of
Elizabethtown College. In addition to
these, Elder W . O. Winger and family had
charge of the last session in which members of the Winger family gave messages
of missionary interest and farewell.
Chapel Speakers
Dr. James K. Shields, of Newark, N . J.,
during an extended chapel period on October 22, spoke concerning the early life
of John Wesley. His message was so well
appreciated, that he has been engaged to
speak on the more fruitful latter years of
Wesley's life. This will be given on Monday evening, December 7, in the chapel
auditorium.
The present author of "Peloubet's Sunday School Notes," a much used and appreciated commentary on the International
Sunday School Lessons, spoke in chapel
on October 26. Dr. Wilbur J. Smith of
Coatesville, Pa., spoke on "Personal Evangelism," taking as his test I Corinthians
9:22, "I am made all things t o all men, that
I might by all means save some." This
was Paul's passion and method of personal
soul winning and perhaps the most effective
method today.

Minister's Sons
(Continued from page 399)
time would fail me to tell of ministers' sons
who themselves became distinguished ministers. Henry Ward Beecher, as eloquent
a platform speaker as America ever produced; Charles H. Spurgeon, that prince of
preachers; Matthew Henry, the great commentator; John and Charles Wesley, those
flaming men of God; Bishop
Lightfoot,
Dean Stanley—and
literally a countless
multitude.
One man upon investigation showed that
the family of Jonathan Edwards, that celebrated minister, produced two hundred and
eighty-five college graduates, thirteen college presidents, sixty-five professors, over
an hundred lawyers, and thirty judges.
How about this for practical eugenics?
The fact is stated that fifty-six per cent
of the distinguished personages in the "Dietionary of National Biography" in England
were the sons of ministers.
There are at
present sixty-three names inscribed in the
"Hall of Fame" in New York
University.
Of these, as I count them, ten are the sons
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of ministers, and one is a, daughter of a
minister, making one-sixth of all them the
children of ministers.
The newspaper editor who published the
above article had the following to say:
" W e would not try to make this article
any stronger, but we would add that while
minister's sons have been so largely represented in those who have attained fame
and prominence, that in the humbler walks
of life they are no less found among those
who are the worthwhile people of the
country. The other day this writer was
talking to a young man who came to town
representing a prominent St. Louis firm. In
talking with him it developed that he was
the son of an itinerant Methodist preacher.
He said that his father had never been paid
as much as one thousand dollars in one
year, but it some way he had reared five
boys and two girls. W e asked him what
his four brothers were doing. He said one
was the manager of the St. Louis house he
was representing, another brother was manager for the same company with its San
Francisco branch, another was president of
a wholesale drygoods house in Louisville,
while the fifth brother was the Asiatic
representative of one of the big oil companies at Shanghai, China. One of the
sisters had married the president of one of
the South's greatest Universities, and the
other sister had married the general manager of one of the biggest railroad systems
in the west. H e was making no boast and
only gave out the information when asked
to do so. He gave the entire credit for the
children's success to the training they received in that humble home, the continual
appeal to live a life of rectitude, and also
to the enforced sacrifices and self-denial
that was always necessary.
—Pentecostal Herald.

When a Boy Thinks of His
Mother
Somebody, either from experience or observation, has made a list of the occasions
when a boy thinks of his mother. The list
includes the following, which might be extended by many a boy who has grown to
be a man:
W h e n he is hurt.
W h e n he is about to go to bed, his first
night away from home.
W h e n he is thirsty at night.
W h e n he is hungry.
W h e n he has good news to tell.
W h e n he wants money.
W h e n he attains honors.
W h e n he hears something said against
women-folk.
W h e n he sees a dog he would like to
bring home.
W h e n his mother is sick.
W h e n he has grown to be a man.'—Sel.
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The Watered Lilies
The Master stood in His garden.
Among the lilies fair,
Which His own right hand had planted,
And trained with tenderest care.
He looked at their snowy blossoms,
And marked with observant eye,
That His flowers were sadly drooping.
For their leaves were parched and dry.
"My lilies need to be watered"
The Heavenly Master said;
"Wherein shall I draw it for them,
And raise each drooping head?"
Close to His feet on the pathway,
Empty, and frail, and small.
An earthen vessel was lying.
Which seemed of no use at all;
But the Master saw and raised it
From the dust in which it lay,
And smiled as He gently
whispered,
"This shall do My work today."
"It is but an earthen
But it lay so close
It is small, but it is
That is all it needs

vessel.
to Me;
empty—
to be."

So to the fountain He took it,
And filled it full to the brim;
How glad was the earthen vessel
To be of some use to Him!
He poured forth
Over His lilies
Until the vessel
And again He

the Living
Water,
fair,
was empty,
filled it there.

He watered the drooping lilies.
Until they revived again;
And the Master saw with pleasure.
That His labor had not been in vain.
His own hand had drawn the water,
Which refreshed the thirsty flowers;
But He used the earthen vessel
To convey the living showers.
And to itself it whispered.
As He laid it aside once more,
"Still will I lie in His pathway,
Just where I did before."
"Close woud I keep to the Master,
Empty would I remain.
And perhaps some day. He may use me,~
To water His flowers again."
Selected by Mary Brubaker.
I cannot say "what others have done, I
may do," but I can say, "what others have
been, through the grace of God I may be."
And being is greater than having, greater
than doing.—Selected.
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Reminiscences, Etc., Etc.
Bisfi. A. D. M. Dick
O U T the first of March, 1935, we
A Bbegan
to make preparations to leave

our station on furlough. It was quite late
in the Spring before we knew a furlough
was possible. On account of the Silver
Jubilee of the late King George, many people were leaving India much sooner than
usual. This resulted in all England-bound
vessels being booked full quite early. So
we were obliged to take what accommodations were left.
After a very loving and touching farewell tendered us by our co-workers and
the Indian Christian community on the
evening of March 22 and the morning of
March 23, we left by train for Bombay,
1,214 miles away. On the 28th of March
we sailed from Bombay on the S. S. California with a crowded passenger list. The
voyage to England was quite uneventful
except for several days of sea-sickness off
the much renowned Bay of Biscay. There
was much drinking and gambling on board
the ship, with kindred situations, that made
it rather unpleasant for those who took no
part. But some of us did enjoy real Christian fellowship together. Especially did
we appreciate the lovely fellowship of the
chief officer, and several veteran missionaries. W e were obliged to stop over in
England about eight days, just during the
Easter season. This time was spent in
London, where we stopped in the House of
Rest in northwest London.
Among our outstanding experiences there
was the privilege of attending services in
Westminster Abbey, St. Paul's Cathedral,
Westminster Chapel, (the church of G.
Campbell Morgan), a n d in Spurgeon's
Tabernacle. W e also attended an evangelistic service in an uptown theatre. As
much as these, if not more, did we enjoy
hearing the oratorio, "Messiah," sung by
the Royal Choral Society in the Royal
Albert Hall, and accompanied by the London Philharmonic Orchestra of about a
hundred pieces. One of the most thrilling
moments of my life was when that glorious
Hallelujah Chorus was as nearly perfectly
sung as seems humanly possible, followed
by the great Amen Chorus.
After hurriedly visiting such places as
the Tower of London where the Crown
Jewels are on display, the Houses of Parliament, British Museum, etc., we found ourselves facing the last lap of the long homeward journey of over 11,000 miles, and on
the 30th of April, 1935, we watched eagerly
for familiar faces on the wharf as the good
ship "Majestic" was slowly warped into
dock at New York. I suppose anyone watch-
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gardens and sinuous, smirky, sexual dances
every night, one can but say, "Oh Lord, how
long, how long?"
Lven religion gone to seed unsuspicioningly slips her hand into the arm of carnality and under the strain and tension of misguided religious fervor, young men a n d
maidens slip away to darkened rooms and
basements together to pray, and husbands
and wives separate to associate with others
in the work of the Lord! Over-mastering
masculine personalities and subtle feminine
attractions are mistaken for spiritual power;
and a sad disillusionment awaits many: and
the saddest of all is that often such are
never humble enough to admit their mistakes, and as a result sink into spiritual
vacuity and desuetude.
Another thing that strikes one is the
general superficiality and insincerity one
meets. Few take time to think, meditate,
or be quiet. Most people generally decry,
in their hearts, many of the things they do,
but keep on doing them just the same. The
irresponsibility of such an attitude is difficult to understand. So many seem to content themselves with putting off the evil
day of reckoning for the sake of immediate
self-gratification in things not only permanently non-essential, but progressively
destructive. The little back-handed meannesses one sees in business, the open
calumny and sting of political raspings and
blatant egotism, all indicate the general advance of this insincere life. The perverting
of justice, and high offices occupied by men
who not only lack real civic conscience but
seem to be entirely dispossessed of any
semblance of conscience, do not add to our
sense of satisfaction in being Americans.
And yet with it all ; one's pulse quickens
as he comes into intimate contact with men

ing me as I discovered that my dear mother
was standing there would have thot I had
suddenly become very childish. But tne
sight of homeland and home-folks after years
of absence in a foreign land stirred our
pulses and quickened our pace. Then when
we walked down the gangway and found a
goodly few of our dear brethren there to
take us the rest of the journey home, we
truly began more fully to realize that we
were really home again, and what our dear
brotherhood means to us.
In India we have several more or less antiquated automobiles, and because of tne
poor condition of the roads, seldom drive
more than 20 miles per hour. Then on the
ship one realiy has no idea of speed, because there are no stationary objects by
which to judge the speed of the boat. So
when we were seated in a modern V-8 and
whisked away to Lancaster County at speeds
ranging from 50 to 75 miles per hour, you
can possibly imagine our near-fright. Speed
was the first thing we marked in the homeland, and do you know, I have not become
accustomed to it yet. Everybody is keyed
up to high speed. Some of our very good
brethren cannot resist the temptation to
"step on it," and risk their own lives and
the lives of others, by driving at reckless
speeds. Some may say that 60 miles per
hour is not always necessarily reckless, even
as 20 miles per hour is not always necessarily safe. That is true, but I am not convinced that a holiness preacher can consistFOREIGN MISSIONARIES
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and women in whose hearts there is a real
hunger after the things that count. It cannot be otherwise, since in spite of the general spirit of skepticism and unbelief that
seems to be so wide-spread these days, the
inner urge of the spirit of man to contact
the Spirit of the living God cannot be stifled;
and it is this fact that spurs us on to continued effort to persuade men to turn to
Him.
Having either contacted these conditions
personally or having them thrust upon our
attention in newspapers, magazines, and by
the ubiquitous radio, we go back to India
with a sigh of relief that at least the folk
we expect to live among are to a degree
sincere, if deceived; unmoral rather than immoral; and waste nothing, if haply they
have anything.
Although we have been writing about conditions not altogether inspiring, and may
draw the fire of criticism from some quarters, yet as we look back over our furlough
at home and our contact with the Church,
pleasant memories come sweeping over our
minds, and happy anticipations crowd the
horizon on ahead of us.
During the seventeen and a half months
of our stay in the homeland it was our
privilege to visit every district in the brotherhood except Northwest Canada, Florida,
and Virginia. We also enjoyed the opportunity of attending two General Conferences, a unmber of love feasts, parts of several revival meetings, and several Young
Peoples' Conferences. During this time we
made over 900 visits and calls in private
homes, and Sister Dick and I gave 287 mission talks and addresses, besides speaking
on 161 other occasions. This all entailed
traveling almost 19,000 miles by auto. Like
Ezra of old, we must say that the good hand
of our God was upon us. Not an accident
in city or country, no motor trouble of any
kind, and only changing tires three times
on account of picking up a nail or piece of
wire, was due as much, if not much more,
to God's precious care, as to our carefulness. Over mountains, deserts, and wide
prairies, thru towns and the great cities of
the nation, we traveled on, not even hindered by bad weather, although on three days,
snow and ice made driving treacherous. As
I think back over it all now, it has truly
been a gracious privilege, although at times
the strain of visiting and speaking, with the
driving of the car, seemed very great. I believe our people are the most hospitable,
sympathetic, and gracious-minded group one
can meet. In not one home did we feel held
at a distance; in scarcely a district or section were we able to accept all the invitations to visit our brethren and sisters in
their homes. There was not a congregation
that I recall, that was distant or even disinterested in the message of missions. In
fact a number of churches took advantage
of the opportunity to have more than one
missionary evening. The questions that
were asked and inquiries that were made,
manifested a keener interest in mission
work than I ever noticed before. We missionaries highly appreciate this, and pray
that we may see increased mission activity
in the homeland in order that the vision of
the church, of the opportunities and the
challenge in our fields in India and Africa,
may be more vigorously followed out.
Our contact with the younger group in the
church has compelled serious thought. It
appears in some quarters that the older
group is afraid of the younger. In other
places the older group almost ignores the
younger. At the same time we see a danger
of the younger group too readily attributing

the attitude of the older group to insincerity. There may be isolated cases where this
is true; but generally speaking I fully be- (
lieve in the sincerity of both groups, and
their honest desire to promote the welfare
of the church. The great necessity is that
of mutual understanding and confidence.
Change is not always decay,—it is as often
growth: while fixation is not always death,
—it is often security.
I am fully confident that with the spirit
of consecration I have seen among our
young people, and sound sympathetic leadership, the future of the Church can be assured. Mutual fear and mistrust can result only in schism, which is enfeebling.
Our young people owe much to the stability
of conscience and character, and the wise
forethot and experience of our elders; while
our elder generation owe much to the vision, enlarging horizons, and willing enthusiasm of the younger group.
The idea of Young People's Conferences
and special meetings is a good one, if conducted on lines I have seen this past furlough. I should be slow to encourage much
change in the general program, unless it
were to emphasize personal spirituality still
more. In meetings of their own, a freedom
of thought and action is encouraged that is
psychologically impossible in a general
meeting. With the wise leadership of men
and women loyal to God, Christ, the Bible,
and the Church, presenting her doctrines
and practices in a fair, honest and frank
manner, I feel certain that the Young People's Conferences can help solve some of the
problems that confront us.
Much influence in this direction can be
exerted in the schools of the Church, providing personal knowledge of Biblical
themes and doctrines, with experience of
the same, are not sacrificed to academic
rating. With such knowledge and experience as a foundation, the idealism of Christian practice and service will hold a strong
appeal for the young people, and. the indigenous growth of the Church will be more
pronounced. Experience has been empha-sized in many sections without due attention to doctrine. Doctrine without experience is a cold formality; while experience
without doctrine is most likely to be misleading and destructive. But where both
are held forth in simple and insistent terms,
there need be no fear of either spiritual
apathy or fanatacism.
If our older group wishes to command
and retain the confidence of the younger,
let them refrain from anything that looks
like political manipulations in the church,
in councils, committees, etc. Any partiality
towards individuals in matters of discipline
in the light of Conference rulings, will destroy confidence. In one district the young
people got whipt from the pulpit in the
forenoon service, and were asked to do
some of the things in the evening service
for which they were scolded in the morning!
In another district the young people were
told they had nothing to say about the standards required of new members entering the
Church. In another district the complaint
is that all that is ever preached from their
pulpit is sanctification,—nothing else is
touched, or at least very seldom. In another
district it has been said by some of the
older group, "We will do as we like, no
matter what Conference says." These conditions explain some of the tension that
seems to exist. One cannot allow older
members to ignore Conference rulings and
sanctions, and insist on the younger folks
toeing the line, without risking both reputation and influence. Honest striving to be
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consistent is always respected, even though
one fails to be thoroughly consistent; while
deliberately ignoring the demands of consistency will make us vulnerable to criticism.
This leads me to another observation.
Two principal problems seem to confront
the Church now, in view of the revision of
our constitution and by-laws. One is the
problem of dress, (including the ordinance
of the Christian prayer veiling), and the
other is the doctrine of sanctification.
In some sections the very act of revising
the documentary foundation of our organization is decried. But the Church has set
her hand to it, and it remains to carry out
the project with good grace. We are a remarkable group in that as a rule we are
strongly individualistic in our outlook, interpretations, and practices. I have said
that if it were not for our emphasis on
holiness and the retaining of perfect love,
we would have gone to pieces long ago.
As to dress, the strictly 'Biblical requirement is modesty, with the definite exclusion
of some things; and as Christians we dare
accept no other standard than Bible holiness
for judging modesty in dress. Where I fear
we have made a mistake has been in not
frankly presenting the Church's generally
accepted application of this principle in its
right setting. Therefore, in urging upon
the sisters the wearing of the prayer veiling, the cape and plainly cut dress; or the
military-collared, (note the adjective!) vest
or coat for the brethren, were we frank to
explain their origin without inferring that
it is the Biblical style, and at the same time
appeal to the distinctive and protective features of this style of dress as valid reasons
for accepting them as a consistent application of the principle of modest dress as set
forth in the Bible, we would get somewhere
more raidly than we are now. A merely
arbitrary insistence upon our practice of
modest dress, as well as the prayer-veiling,
will be fruitful of nothing but reluctance, if
not refusal, on the part of the coming generation. Any attempt to legislate the practice upon the Church without adequate reinforcement with Biblically and historically
correct presentation, will end in disappointment. And this is keeping in mind the fact
that essentially the Church h o l d s the
authority to mould and even determine the
consciences of its adherents.
On the subject of sanctification we as a
church will be severely tested in the near
future. Radical reaction, not always shown
on the surface, has already set in with reference to this matter. We have rather
thougthlessly, in our zeal to promote -the
experience of full salvation, popularized certain expressions and terms which are really
extra-Biblical, that now it may be difficult
to co-ordinate the thought of -the whole
Church on this subject. As I see it, our surest path is to confine our theological language to strictly Biblical terms. Neither
the most dogmatic preacher nor the most
conservative or timid preacher, can assail
such a position. Let me suggest that our
actual state of grace is being and will be
tested and revealed, in the methods we pursue to secure the adoption of our views on
the subject. When all is said and done,
the good old Book still insists in clear and
unmistakable language, on a heart like
God's and a life like Christ's; and with all
our talking, arguing, raving, ranting, claiming or disclaiming, God's demand is still
clear and insistent, and His provisions in
Christ complete. So let us be careful and
prayerful that in our next General Confer(Continued on page 408)
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Practical Religion
Alfred S. Rotz
' H E R E there is a counterfeit there is
always a genuine. If there would
be no genuine there could be no counterfeit. In the natural world fruit is always
distinguished by its quality. So in the religious world a man's religion is always
judged by the kind of a life that he lives.
If his life measures up to the requirements
of God's W o r d , his religion will be branded as pure and undefiled. Anything short
of that will be classed among the tares
and cast into the fire. Just a little religion
of the right kind will save a soul from
death and hide a multitude of sins, but all
the religions of the world put together
wherein Christ is not named cannot save
one soul from hell. There is much religion
these days but the kind that really saves
people from their sins is found only here
and there among the vast throngs of humanity. Many shall strive to enter the
strait gate and the narrow way and shall
not be able. It is not because it is a hard
matter to get saved, but it is because people are not willing to part with their sins.
Religion may be divided into two great
classes; that which is practical and that
which is counterfeit or not practical. As
a rule folks do not object to playing religion, but when it comes to living it out in
every detail of life, it becomes such a
weighty matter that they are not willing to
pay the price. Men and devils can play
religion but it takes a saint of God, one
who has been washed in the Blood of the
Lamb and filled with the Holy Ghost to
put saving religion into actual practice, and
to produce the fruit of the Spirit. A sham
religion may put on a bold front but when
you look for fruit there is none. W h e n
Jesus sought fruit from a fig tree and found
none, He pronounced a curse upon it; and
that is typical of what will happen to every
one who makes a profession without possession. " W h y call ye me Lord, Lord and
do not the things that I say?" A religion
that is not practical is good for nothing;
like salt that has lost its savour, it is worthless.
A colored man who was once shouting in church was asked; how about the
debt he failed to pay, he replied by saying that business and religion do not go together. This colored man might have had
what he called religion but evidently, not
the kind that takes people to heaven. W h e n
business methods are conformed to Bible
rules you have a fine combination; such a
religion will work on week days as well as
on Sundays. But if a man is crooked in
his business, no amount of shouting and
testifying and the highest kind of profession will change the order of things. He
may be white washed on the outside, but

not washed white on the inside. A religion that is not good for every day in the
year will get you nowhere. W h e n a man
thinks he can be a saint on Sunday and a
devil on week days, and still get by, he is
far from God and in the gall of bitterness.
If you think you can be as lovely as an
angel on Sunday and as cross as a bear on
Monday, when angry words fly as sparks
from an anvil, do not be deceived. Let us
hear what the Apostle James says: "If any
man among you seem to be religious, and
bridleth not his tongue, but deceiveth his
own heart, this man's religion is vain."
There are many folks who wear their religion like a Sunday coat. W h e n Sunday
comes they carefully put it on to cover
their black heart, and then when Monday
comes, they hang it up like a coat on a
nail until Sunday comes again.
God pity the folks who get so lean in
their souls that they have to go to their
pastors to have their pastor tell them
whether or not they have any spiritual life
at all because they are void of overcoming
power. This condition makes us think of
an old type automobile or one badly worn,
which we might use for illustration. It always excites humour to see folks pushing
and pulling and painfully tugging at an
automobile, trying to get it to an incline
when they hope to get it started by the momentum of its own weight down the hill.
You say such a car is not practical. Neither
is a religion practical that cannot operate
by its own power. And even when it does
get started on a down grade, it works only
until the foot of the hill is reached. A car
that cannot be started unless you push
it down hill is worth but little more than no
car at all, because just when you need it
most it may let you down. Perhaps some
time when on a busy thoroughfare your
engine may balk, and officers of the law
will come and arrest perhaps both driver
and car as a public nuisance. The law today excludes undependable cars from the
public highways. If your religion is of the
stubborn automobile type you would better quickly make your way to a heavenly
garage and get put in order, for emergencies are sure to come, and if you are not in
fit trim sad will be your lot. If you wait
too long you may some day find yourself
in an automobile grave yard, typically
speaking, and be a gazing stock to passersby and a reproach to the very name of religion. Thank God, faithful Christians do
not land in the automobile grave yard.
W h e n God gets through with them He
takes them to heaven. Automobile users
are required by law to have their cars frequently tested by a legal process, and
if t h e y d o not c o m e up to t h e
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mark they are c o n d e m n e d . Every
man's religion will be tested some day, if
not in this life it will be in the world to
come when it will be too late to reform.
Every man's work shall be tried, and the
day of God's wrath is just ahead, and who
shall be able to stand? Only those who
have been washed in the Blood of the
Lamb, and clothed with a religion that is
one hundred per cent pure and undefiled.
T o carry the automobile illustration a little further: There will be no hitch hiking
on the Heavenly road. W e can encourage
folks and direct them to where they can get
power to move on the heavenly road, but
each man must bear his own burden. W e
may have gas enough to propel our own
car but none to spare. W e are taught in
God's W o r d that the righteous are scarcely
saved and sometimes even so as by fire.
And after we have done all which is commanded us we are still unprofitable servants and saved only by God's grace. The
wise virgins had no oil to spare for the
foolish virgins. It is an easy matter to belong to some church and make a fine profession but to have a practical religion that
will stand the test in every emergency is
quite another proposition. The trend of
the age is to follow the line of least resistance, therefore, the kind of religion that
brings opposition is very unpopular." Almost any kind of religion can move on a
down hill basis. A dead fish can float down
stream but it takes a live fish to go up
stream. The live fish represents the religion
of the Lord Jesus Christ, and the' dead fish
any other kind of religion. The religion of
Jesus Christ is the only kind that will operate in the face of opposition as well as
when there are no opposing forces; It is
that kind that when persecutions arise it
will shine all the brighter; It is unlike any
other kind; the more you wear it the more
beautiful it becomes; It is that kind that
proves a blessing both to the possessor and
to bystanders, and brings satisfactory results in all kinds of weather, in all seasons
of the year and in every part of the world.
It always produces the glorious effect of
saving people from their sins. It is the
kind that does not require excitement to
bring happiness because every day of the
year it will keep you in God's order where
there is fullness of joy, and pleasures forevermore.
It does not require great wisdom to distinguish between the genuine and the counterfeit. Even children in the home, in. their"
young and tender years, in this enlightened age, have a keen sense of justice, and
can many times render an excellent exposition as to what is required of true Christians. If you think you can bluff a boy or
a girl in the matter of religion, you had better sit up and take notice. A boy was once
asked whether or not his father had religion. H e replied that he thought he had
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but that he was not using it much. If you
have wronged your boy or your girl in this
respect, you are under solemn obligation
to humble yourself and implore their pardon. Otherwise, they will loose respect
for both you and your religion. Practical
religion is the kind that will stand the test
when measured up by the plumb line of
God's W o r d . It is the kind that men and
devils cannot destroy. It is the kind that
will shine in all its beauty and magnificent
glory in the ages to come, when all false religions will have vanished away.
Practical religion is the kind that will
give you sweetest pleasures while you live
and solid comfort when you die, and inexpressable happiness in a land where the
sun never goes down, and nothing shall
ever grow old. It is the kind that Moses
and the prophets wrote about, and the kind
that Paul and Silas had when they sang
praises to God with their feet in the stocks.
It was the kind that had sufficient power
to deliver them out of jail without bail. It
It is the kind that defeats the devil, and
puts the old man to route with a song of
triumph. W i t h the aforesaid kind of religion Christ will be lifted up, and there
will be shouts of victory in the camp and
the old Gospel ship will move along steadily and majestically by its own power.
W h a t this old world neds to-day is the
old-time religion that Jesus Christ himself
instituted. Profession and possession in
right proportion make a fine combination;
but a mere profession with nothing to it is
loathsome even to the outside world. Even
sinners wil give a man credit for living up
to what he professes to be. The old-time
religion is most glorious because there is
such wonderous power back of it that in
the face of the most severe trials and persecutions it will plow right on through to victory. It is that kind that will keep folks
sweet and lovely under the most adverse
circumstances. It is that kind that will not
waver nor flinch in the face of duty, but
will be as steady as the needle to the pole
and will stand secure when the heavens
totter and the earth reels. It is that kind
that will keep you in order no matter what
your position in life may be. It is good for
the farmer behind the plow in a field where
rocks abound. Though the old plow handle
may give him an occasional rap on his side
ond lift him from off his feet, he shall have
grace enough to be calm and serene. It is
good for the mother in the kitchen when
the children are troublesome and all things
go dead wrong; she shall even then have
grace enough to sing: "Jesus saves me
now." And in all other places: in the office, in the school room, or in the sick
chamber, when death hovers near, it always has the same soothing effect, because
the name of Jesus is the sweetest name on
earth, for it soothes our sorrows, heals our
wounds and drives away our fears. This
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CHRISTIAN LIFE- BIBLE STUDIES
For Young People's Meetings
No. 261.

LESSONS FKOM 1936
Topic for December 27, 1936

Scripture Reading: Psa. 90:1-14
I.

The Lesson of Fleeting1 Time.
In the Word of God, our life is compared

to
Write the above sentence on the blackboard,
and supply seven different endings as the following references are given out and are read
by the group: I Chron. 29:15; Job 7:6; 9:25;
Psa. 39:5; 90:9; Jas. 4:14; I Pet. 1:24.
Comment on the swiftness of time and brevity of life, as so clearly pictured in these
Scriptures. Ask some of the oldest persons in
the audience for their comments on this point.
Apply Psa. 90:12 and Bph. 5:16 in view of
these solemn truths.
II. The l e s s o n of Passing1 Opportunities.
1. For Personal Salvation.
Do we know Christ as our personal Savior
tonight, or have we allowed the golden opportunities of another year to slip by so that tonight finds Him still waiting outside our
heart's door? Rev. 3:20.
Apply the t r u t h of II Cor. 6:2 and the warning of Jer. 8:20.
2. Tor Preparation.
"Give attendance to reading—neglect not the
gift that is in thee." I Tim. 4:13, 14.
Mention valuable opportunities which have
been o u r s ' d u r i n g 1936 to fit ourselves for
greater usefulness. Have we made good use
of them? What about the importance of improving these opportunities in youth? How
about lost opportuinties?
3. For Service.
Name some opportunities for service which
we have had during the past year.' Have w«
improved them?
For proof of our responsibility, see Matt.
25:14-30; Bph. 5:16.
III. The l e s s o n of an Unchangeable Fast.
Would we turn back the Clock of Time in
order to improve misspent hour or undo an
act of folly? Such a privilege we cannot have.
The past may be forgiven, restitution may
make amends, but to re-live a single moment,
or recall a single word or deed, is not in our
power. "If I had my life to live over—" is a
futile wish. W h a t an impressive lesson! How
important to live so that retrospect a t the
close of the year, or of life, will bring no regrets!

is the kind of religion that may be counted
one hundred per cent pure, and rated as
unspotted from the world; it is the kind
that always brings the glorious results of
peace with God and man, with faith, hope,
confidence and sweet contentment, with the
joy of the Lord springing in your heart. It
is then that Christ will be lifted up; and
Jesus said: if He be lifted up He would
draw all men unto Him.
If you do not have the practical kind of
religion which God alone can give, now is
the time to get it; but there is no time to
be lost. T h e Bridegroom has not come yet,
and you can still buy oil for your vessel,
if you make use of your opportunity at
once. Accqrding to the signs of the times,
according to the Scriptures, we are living
in the midnight hour and His coming may
be imminent. If you are wearing a counterfeit religion it is a sure evidence that you

IV. Personal l e s s o n s .
"What personal lessons have I learned during 1936?"
Think back carefully over the year and be
prepared to take part in a general discussion
on this question.
(For means which God may sometimes use
to teach us see Psa. 94:12; Isa. 30:20; Jno.
15:2).
V. How Shall We Apply Them to the NewYear?
Review briefly the main points of the topic
.emphasizing their value and application for
the New Tear.
Give opportunity for brief statements from
the group on "My purpose for 1937."
Are we now ready to enter the New Tear
with the spirit of Paul in Phil. 3:13, 14?
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1IFE WITH A PURPOSE
Topic for January 3, 1937

Suggestive Scripture Reading: Eccles. 3:1-9
I. What Is l i f e ? Matt. 6:25; Job 33:4.
II. What is the difference between a life of
chance, and a life with a purpose?
III. Give Bible examples of men who purposed in their hearts. What were their
reasons?
What were the results?
Dan. 1:8; Phil. 3:13. (Find others).
IV.
V.

What should be the supreme purpose of
every life? Matt. 6:33.
What experience is essential if we would
make this year a year for God? Why?

Song Suggestion—New Hymnal, No. 258.
"Still upward be thine onward course:
For this I pray today.
Still upward as the years go by,
And seasons pass away.
"Still upward in this coming year,
Thy path is all untried; '
Still upward may'st thou journey on,
Close by thy Savior's side.

have no oil in your vessel; and if you have
no oil in your vessel when Jesus comes,
you surely cannot enter the marriage supper of the Lamb, and you will find yourself among those who shall wail and gnash
with their teeth where the worm dieth not
and the fire shall not be quenched. While
the door of mercy stands open, even though
you are as poor as Lazarus, the beggar,
you may still have an all sufficiency of religion to carry you to heaven. And if you
are worth a million of dollars, you cannot
buy it with your money, because it is a free
gift; Jesus purchased it upon the cross. But
yet, unless you forsake all and follow Jesus you cannot be saved.
He is a wise man that can avoid evil; he
is a patient man that can endure it; but
he is a valiant man who can conquer it.
—Quarles.
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ence, as well as in the meanwhile, the dignity of sanctifying grace may be upheld by
its possessors, to the convincing of any who
may oppose or disagree. We cannot be too
definite in dealing with sin, nor too insistent upon the acceptance of God's glorious
provision in Christ; but we do need to exclude the purely individualistic approach to,
or presentation of, the doctrine, and allow
the 'Book to teach and lead, through the enlightenment of the Holy Spirit.
Any person who refuses to acknowledge
the possibility of other men being correct
in at least a part of their thinking, and yet
insists that others accept his preaching as
being fully correct, sets himself in a position closely approaching the ludicrous.
Some ministers strongly denounce the use
of commentaries and extra-Biblical literature, and at the same time just as strongly urge the acceptance of their presentation of doctrine, to the extent of denouncing
anyone who does not fully agree with that
presentation. It does not make sense.
In spite of these' conditions, I do insist
that our message, as a body, cannot easily
be improved, for straight-forward simplicity, and fruitful practice. So may God
help us to nuture and promote that unity
of understanding, presentation, and practice
of Biblical truth and experience which the
world so sorely needs today.
A phase of activity most gratifying to us
as we leave the homeland is the .opening and
developing of rural mission centers in neg 7
lected fields. In some ways this appeals to
me as offering the most fertile field of
growth to the church in the homeland today,
and I sincerely hope that this as yet only
partially exploited field may be more fully
occupied by our young people.
We shall not soon forget the real feasts
we enjoyed in various testimony meetings,
communion services, and other gatherings
of the church. They are bright spots in our
memories as we leave the homeland behind.
It may be almost impossible for us to
write to each person who by loving gift,
words of appreciation, or assurance of
prayerful interest in our work, encouraged
and strengthened us. May God bless you
each and all. More than once, as some
brother or sister insisted on our accepting
a token of their love and interest, our hearts
almost sank within us as we realized the
sacrifice, and in some cases suffering, behind it. Everywhere we were kindly accepted, royally entertained, and lovingly
God-sped on our way.
The last two weeks of feverish preparation to return to India,—the making and
packing of boxes, holding an 'unusual number of farewell meetings, etc., were trying
and exacting. But when at last we came to
the dock in New York City, and saw the
large group of our beloved brethren and
sisters gathered for a final farewell, our
hearts were strangely warmed and comforted. With the kind permission of the
ship's officers, thru the fraternal interest of
Bro. Eichenberger of the National Bible Institute on 55th St., we gathered in the ship's
dining room, 100 strong, for a farewell service.
With Brother Alvin Burkholder a n d
Brother J. H. Byer, both of Upland, Calif.,
Brother Walter Winger of South Africa,
Brother I. W. Musser, Secretary of the
Board, and Brother Eichenberger, in charge,
a few short messages of love and fellowship
were exchanged with the outgoing party;
and after several hands were raised in request for special prayer, we communed in
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prayer for a short season. Outside it was God is calling to follow us over the trackraining and dismal, but the sunshine in our less wastes of the mighty deep should Jesus
hearts and the glow of Christian fellowship .tarry; and for them our hearts yearn in
and love seemed to radiate to the very skies, prayer that God may pilot their course unto
so that ere the cables were slipped and we the glad realization of partnership with Him
slowly backed out into the stream, the sun- in the harvest field in the eventide of this,
shine broke through the clouds and smiled the last day.
upon us all.
Although we are in the midst of the
The many tokens of love left with us as heaving billows of the north Atlantic, and
we separated are highly appreciated. As none of like precious faith are with us in
we looked into the faces of that company person, yet the consciousness of your loving
gathered on the wharf as we silently set fellowship in prayer stirs us to go on and
out to sea, and realized that some of us on, waiting the glad day when we shall lay
would never meet here on earth, the sense aside these mortal limitations, and be forof God's presence and the comforting as- ever, together, with the Lord.
surance that at least and at last, we may
May God keep us in His glorious will,
meet "just inside the eastern gate," filled working mightily in us to the accomplishour souls with comfort and joy. Then there ing of His purposes in our lives, until the
were the faces of some in that group whom day of His revelation. Pray for us!
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Just What You've Been Looking For
A Five-Year Diary—with record pages for all the important things you want to
note. Here is the finest of its kind ever offered. In addition to five years of diary
pages there are pages for memorandum, birthdays, and an index of important notes
and addresses.

THIS DIARY IS INDEXED!
A positive sensation wherever shown! Bound in beautiful silk-tone binding, lustrous glow edges, engraved lock with key, new, patent swivel hinge, silk marker and
matching head bands, decorated end-sheet, packed in beautiful gift box. Colors: green,
deep blue, and purple-red. Sent to you postpaid. Our special price, $1.00. No. E-66D.

E. V. "Home Assortment" Always Popular
These lovely greetings, assembled from broken lines of
highest grade greetings on the market and priced to fit
your pocketbook, should appeal to you more than ever this
season.
This beautiful gift box contains 25 greetings for
Christmas, birthday, get-well, congratulation, sympathy
and others. Every folder has an envelope with which to
mail your greeting. Sent to you postpaid at the very unusual price of 49c per box.

Scripture Text Calendar for 1937
Better Than Ever and More Beautiful
Exceptionally inspirational is the cover of the Scripture Text Calendar for 1937.
It's a very fine painting by Hacker, entitled, "The Quest of the Magi." Inside are
twelve wonderful pictures. It is topically arranged, so that you can read the Bible
through in one year. In addition, there are
three months on a page, the International Sunday School Lesson Assignments, and Golden
Text, Prayer Meeting Texts, etc. Grace your
walls this coming year with a Scripture Text
Calendar.
Always appreciated and growing
more popular each year.
QUANTITY PRICES
Single copy
$ .30
4 copies
1.00
12 copies
3.00
25 copies
:
5.75
50 copies
9.00
100 copies
17.00

E. V. PUBLISHING HOUSE, NAPPANEE, INDIANA

